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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In 1959 Saul Bellow warned readers in an essay entitled "Deep

Readers of the World, Beware!" that deep readings can be misleading.

In 1961 Wayne C. Booth published The Rhetoric of Fiction, which

includes a chapter titled "'Deep Readers of the World, Beware!'" Not

only does Booth's use of the title flatter Bellow's essay, it further

recognizes the essay by focusing on and developing some of the ideas

Bellow introduces. Of particular note is Booth's comment that

"Bellow's own novels all require great subtlety in the reader . ."

(369). Even though this comment was made thirty-two years ago,

before much of Bellow's fiction appeared, it still applies.

To this day Bellow is a master of subtleties--ambiguity and

even deception play major roles in his works. Two works in

particular, Herzog and The Dean's December, achieve high degrees of

ambiguity and deception. These novels depend largely on a

confusion of distance brought about by the use of impersonal

narration and free indirect discourse to create ambiguity and

deception. Understanding- how impersonal narration and free

indirect discourse operate in these novels will provide a way to

appreciate the confusion. Looking at the criticism concerning these

novels to see some actual effects Bellow's narrative technique has
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had on readers will show that confusion is not the exception but the

rule.

When Bellow is at his ambiguous best, it seems only natural

that he should use a covert, third person narrator because of the

opportunities to create ambiguity with such a narrator. Though the

narrator seems to have such a reduced role in these novels, the

narrator's role is critical in the type of novel Bellow has designed.

Not only does the general level of impersonal narration lend itself to

ambiguity, but the ability of these narrators to use free indirect

discourse (FID) can also create uncertainty for the reader. Notice I

say "lend itself to ambiguity" and "can also create uncertainty," for

readers who are unaware of the use of these devices may not realize

that their view is not definitive, while readers who are acutely aware

may believe that Bellow employs an ambiguity that more accurately

mimics the ambiguity of the human condition and makes absolute

surety of the norms an impossibility.

While many critics have made simple statements concerning

Bellow's norms, some critics have taken a wiser route and qualified

their statements of the novels' norms by clarifying that ambiguity

concerning the norms is present. Still, virtually no one has

investigated how intentional ambiguity affects the reader. As Gilbert

Porter states, "point of view is central to the assessment of Bellow's

-achievement in Herzog, yet most critics have settled for summary

statements rather than detailed examinations of narrative

technique"(4). There is even less criticism concerning the narrative
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technique of The Dean's December. In spite of this lack of criticism,

Bellow's technique has greatly influenced the critics. In The Rhetoric

of Fiction, Booth notes that critics of the thirties were divided on the

proper interpretation of James' The Turn of the Screw, even though

interpretation was futile without dealing with James' narrative

technique. Today, Bellowvian critics Charles Kemnitz, Scott Pugh, and

James Young concentrate on technique and point of view as a way of

understanding Bellow's works. Kemnitz in "Narration and

Consciousness in Herzog" argues that "The prose styles and narrative

methods Bellow employs in the production of the novel immediately

subordinate the authorial presence to Moses' consciousness,

producing an ambiguous narrative structure" (1), but this article only

scratches the surface of the narrative problems in Herzog. In both

Herzog and The Dean's December, difficulty in determining point of

view creates narrative structures so ambiguous yet so deceptive that

it is easy for some readers to assume a knowledge of Bellow's norms

for the texts without a clear mandate in the texts for doing so.

In an interview conducted by Matthew C. Roudane, Bellow talks

about how his intent in Herzog was to produce a comic novel to show

how Herzog's life, "the roles of which his education consists" (269), "is

little more than farce and burlesque" (269). Bellow goes on to say, "I

was vastly surprised by the seriousness and solemnity of my

readers" (269). Much the same type of problem occurs with Th e

Dean's December. Bellow, in an interview conducted by William

Kennedy, points out, "'it is sometimes depressing to read what
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educated people think I'm doing, and I feel downcast for days. It can

be very distressing to see how wrong people are" (54).

Conflicting interpretations amongst the critics are all too

common. For instance, some focus on the social issues of The Dean's.

December and find these issues to be the center of the novel, while

many others focus on Corde. Some see Corde as negative, some as

positive. If Bellow chose Corde as his messenger for reality, "One of

my [Saul Bellow's] themes [in The Dean's December] is the American

denial of real reality, our devices for evading it, our refusal to face

what is all too obvious and palpable" ( Roudane 270), Bellow would

intend for Corde to be viewed in a positive or at least neutral

manner. Undoubtedly, part of the difference in opinion concerning

these two books is a result of different backgrounds being brought to

the reading. Still, the different and often opposing views expressed

about each of these novels leave little doubt that deception and

ambiguity must have roles.

In The Rhetoric of Fiction Wayne Booth develops a number of

theories dealing with the sort of problems 'found in these novels.

Booth asserts that the author's point of view in some novels is

incredibly difficult to comprehend. When comprehension is lacking,

Booth blames it on "confusion of distance," which he says is "the price

of impersonal narration" (311). Because of this confusion of distance,

readers are often unable to judge the validity of the statements

made throughout the novel as well as whether readers should

sympathize with .each character or not. Readers who do not
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recognize this ambiguity are likely to be led astray precisely because

of this confusion of distance.

According to Booth, confusion of distance occurs "wherever

explicit judgment [about a narrator] has been unavailable," and as a

result "we find speakers who win credence when they should be

doubted, or who lead critics to dispute the precise degree of their

untrustworthiness" (316).

Booth,. never specifically dealing with free indirect discourse,

nonetheless, points out aspects of impersonal narration that concern

FID as well and sums up his work on confusion of distance in three

main points: "lack of adequate warning that irony is at work" (316);

"extreme complexity, subtlety, or privacy of the norms to be

inferred" (320); and "vivid psychological realism" (322). The first

keeps the reader from an accurate judgement of the author's degree

of agreement with the narrator. The second points out that if the

norms to be inferred are not related to the reader. in a simple and

straightforward manner, the reader will be unable to decide whether

he or the author went astray. And the third points out that "a

prolonged intimate view of a character works against our capacity

for judgment" (322). Booth says that these combine to create

insurmountable difficulties in investigating narration:

Everyone recognizes that each of these three sources of

difficulty is present in some modern fiction, frequently in

forms much more deceptive than anything encountered

in earlier work. Any one of them alone can give trouble.
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. . It is in the last of these three that modern fiction has

gone far beyond anything experienced before Flaubert.

(323-24)

These are the problems every reader faces in Herzog and The Dean's

December, and the use of free indirect discourse only adds to them.

Free indirect discourse (first "influential employment" in a

critical work was in 1912 by Charles Bally [Hernadi 192]) is the

blending of points of view in a narrative structure without explicit

warning that such blending is occurring, i.e. a blending of the indirect

discourse of the protagonist with the direct discourse of the narrator

resulting in a structure that is by nature ambiguous. Stephen

Buccleugh supports this as the role of free indirect discourse: "Free

indirect discourse by its very nature exists as the continuum

between the apparently clearly delineated direct and indirect

discourses which are common throughout most narrative fiction; its

presence ensures the breaking down of these clear distinctions

between authoring voices" (37). For Paul Hernadi FID occurs when,

the narrator . . . substitutes his words for a character's speech,

thought, or sensory perception" (191).

Both Herzog and The Dean's December provide endless

examples of FID. Here is one from Herzog: "When he jeered in

private at the Dionysiac revival it was himself he made fun of.

Herzog! A prince of the erotic Renaissance, in his macho garments!

And what about the kids? How would they like a new stepmother"

(186)? Even though the four sentences following the first are not
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tagged as Herzog's thoughts, the first sentence tells readers that the

information in the four sentences that follow are Herzog's own

thoughts. Much in these sentences is unlike normal narratorial

objectivity. First of all exclamations such as, "Herzog!," are

uncharacteristic of impersonal narrators. The highly colorful

comment and the emphasis of the third sentence are also outside the

bounds of usual narratorial commentary. Nor is a narrator likely to

include an interrogatory of his own in the narration. Bellow is being

generous to offer readers this much warning that FID is in use.

The problem in using this type of discourse arises when

readers mistake comments as being those of the narrator when

actually they may be those of the protagonist, or ' vice versa. With

the blurring of view points, the views of the implied author cannot

be clearly judged. And the reader is left with no anchor to ground

his judgments, even though the author's norms may still seem to be

present. Other critics have also made note of the obscuration- of view

points, though they do not delve into the matter. William Harmon, in

a review of The Dean's December, notes, "Corde's sensibility . . . is

indistinguishable from the narrator's" (280), and James Dean Young

comments that in Herzog, Bellow allows "the effective blurring of

first and third [person]" (13).

So the devices of impersonal narration and free indirect

discourse are at the core of the problems of ambiguity found in these

novels. They create ambiguity through a confusion of distance that

may lie between some combination of narrator, protagonist, author,
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or reader. The narrator's presence is felt throughout both novels, but

because of his covert nature, he never achieves a definition of person

that would clearly separate him from or bond him to the protagonist.

In turn, this confusion of distance may keep the reader from

accurately discerning where the author stands in relation to the text.

Since Booth makes his arguments in direct relation to

impersonal narration, I will be using them to demonstrate the

ambiguation due to impersonal narration in both Herzog and The

Dean's December, but realize the function they play in free indirect

discourse. Free indirect discourse, in and of itself, is ambiguous due

to the blending of view points and opinions, but since FID occurs in a

novel using impersonal narration, the same criteria apply to FID that

apply to impersonal narration in general. However, I am not going to

attempt to show the points of impersonal narration in relation to FID

since it will be more helpful to show how both impersonal narration

and FID ambiguate independently of each other in the novels. Once

the ability of each to ambiguate is made clear, it is easy to realize

how these techniques used together can make for especially

ambiguous texts. When reading a Bellow novel, not only should

"Deep Readers of the World, Beware!"--but all readers. Any who are

not careful, may trip and fall over their preconceived notions about

literature.



CHAPTER 2

THE CRITICS AND IMPERSONAL NARRATION IN HERZOG

The complexity of Bellow's norms, the obscuration of his

ironies, and the deep psychological view afforded to the reader, all

serve to make Herzog an extremely difficult novel to read. Readers

may never come to grips with Bellow's norms, but an understanding

of the ways impersonal narration effects the text can help readers to

enjoy Bellow for his ambiguities.

Herzog is a complex portrait of a middle age college professor

reeling from the blows dealt by his second divorce. As the novel

opens, Herzog has given himself up to the possibility of insanity, "If I

am out of my mind, it is all right with me, thought Moses Herzog" (1).

He doesn't say he is insane, he just says he no longer cares about it

any more. He has reached a point where he can live with himself

this way, whether he is sane or not. Immediately after this initial

exclamation, the narrator provides us with a deeper perspective,

"Some people thought he was cracked and for a time he himself had

doubted that he was all there. But now, though he still behaved

oddly, he felt confident, cheerful, clairvoyant, and strong" (1). The

"but" in this section serves to negate that which has happened over

the last five days in return for providing us Herzog's present state,

which seems quite positive.

9
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Even so, readers cannot trust Herzog or the narrator to show us

the ironic side of such statements. They must determine that for

themselves. What exactly does the narrator mean by "he still

behaved oddly" (1)? Is Bellow asking readers to take the description

that follows of Herzog's behavior as simply odd, or does Bellow

intend an ironic interpretation? After all, Herzog is writing letters to

dead people, and he ate the rest of a loaf of bread that a rat had

chewed into. "leaving the shape of its body in the layers of slices" (1).

Is this just odd or is it crazy? And since Herzog's sanity is

questioned by a number of characters, including. himself, can readers

accurately judge the events and other characters in the novel using

Herzog's less than stable point of view? And since this section of the

novel is chronologically closest to the end of the novel, can readers

say that Herzog achieves any sort of resolution of his problems? If

readers react to Herzog with sympathy, then he is not crazy; they can

judge other aspects of the novel using Herzog's point of view; and

resolution is achieved at the novel's end. However, notice I said if.

For readers could just as easily dislike Herzog. Understanding the

use of impersonal narration in Herzog will answer how such opposing

views can be formed.

Impersonal narration is defined by its lack of explicit authorial

commentary. In Herzog this lack creates difficulties for readers as

seen in the example in the preceding paragraph, but readers can

achieve an understanding of what these difficulties are and how they

work thanks to Booth's theories concerning the problems of distance.
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Because of the lack of authorial commentary, readers have no sure

grip on the author's norms. There are still other ways an author has

of conveying norms (Booth 272), yet the previous example shows

that problems still occur. These problems are a result of our inability

to determine the precise distances present between author, narrator,

and protagonist. Booth points out three main types of problems.

"Lack of adequate warning that irony is at work" (316).

Unintentional or ambiguous irony can cause problems because unless

the reader notices "grotesque' disparity between word and word or

word and deed" (316), then accurately deciding if irony is present is

too much to expect of the casual reader.

Likewise, problems can occur if the author's norms for the text

are extremely complex (Booth 320). Bellow values subtlety and

ambiguity, humor and the "serious parade of ideas," plus a number of

other themes. Doing so makes the novel complex and ambiguous.

Booth asserts that no resolution of the problems of distance can be

discovered from within a text using impersonal narration, and he

adds that "the reader's problems are handled, if they are to be

handled at all, by rhetoric provided, outside the work" (325). This

certainly applies to Herzog. As I noted in chapter one, Bellow

expressed his surprise at the seriousness with which readers

accepted the work; after all, Bellow had intended for it to be a

I Unfortunately, Booth uses both "gross" and "grotesque" to describe the level
of disparity necessary for irony to be obvious. I can find no reason why the
word "gross" would not suffice in all cases, but Booth has used "grotesque" as
well, so in order to accurately quote him, I have also used it.
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comedy (Roudane 269). Yet he does address a number of serious

themes, so already it would seem that Bellow's norms are complex.

The third and last of Booth's points, vivid psychological realism,

shows how "a prolonged intimate view of a character works against

our capacity for judgment" (322). The more time readers spend

inside the mind of a character the more likely they are to feel

sympathy for him or to despise him. Booth notes that, "One of our

troubles in Moll Flanders is that this effect works on us to soften our

judgment of her worst misdeeds and to confuse us about her minor

faults" (322).

As Booth sums up the problems of distance, "There is no

warning, either explicitly or in the form of gross disparity of word

and deed; the relationship of the ironic narrator to the author's

norms is an extremely complex one, and the norms are themselves

subtle and private; and the narrator's own mental vitality dominates

the scene and wins our sympathy" (324). In our case, the narrator

Booth is referring to is Herzog, for much of the novel is from Herzog's

point of view, even if he isn't the third person narrator that most

people would think of as "the narrator."

These three problems often work together in creating

ambiguity for the reader (Booth 324). If irony was obvious, it might

provide a way of uncovering the author's norms. Likewise, if the

author's norms were obvious or simple enough, readers might be

able to understand which parts of the text were to be taken as ironic.

And the task of discovery in both of these areas would be easier if
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readers' judgments were not skewed by a deep psychological view of

the narrator/protagonist. So to investigate any one of these points in

isolation is to disregard the part that the other two points play in

heightening the others, yet I plan to focus on each of these points one

at a time for reasons of clarity. I hope to demonstrate the interplay

of these points as I evaluate Herzog on each separately.

In order to better understand the effect ambiguity and

deception have had on readers as well as view some specific

instances where impersonal narration creates the ambiguity and

deception, it will be helpful to look at the criticism concerning

Herzog.

Probably the clearest method of demonstrating the first

of Booth's points, the lack of warning in Herzog, is to look at the lack

of agreement among the critics on the subject of Herzog's sanity and

at the critics' overall view of irony in Herzog. Jennifer Bailey notes "a

strong thread of ambiguous irony" (67) in Herzog, but she too has, in

a sense, fallen into the trap that problems with irony can create. She

states this thread of ambiguous irony can be found in "Bellow's

inability to balance his protagonists' subjective reality with a

convincing version of their social milieu" (67). The problem with her

evaluation is that the irony she perceives may be unintentional as

well as ambiguous. That is to say, she may be dealing with problems

that not only did Bellow never intend, but also that many other

readers do not see.
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Stanley Hyman has even more problems detecting irony in

Herzog. Hyman explains:

Bellow himself, impaled on the point of irony, is a master

of life's incongruities. When Moses' friend Luke first tells

him about Madeleine's affair with Gersbach, it is in a

room in which Luke's pet monkey sits dying of

tuberculosis. When the baby-sitter writes Herzog a letter

to tell him that the lovers once mistreated little Junie, the

letter begins by explaining that when the baby-sitter

took Herzog's course in Romantics as Social Philosophers

she disagreed about Rousseau and Marx, but that she has

since come around to his view. (17)

I must ask, how are these instances ironic? I don't see that they are.

None the less, Hyman concludes that these instances are ironic.

Certainly, he has read things into the story that I don't see. What

does a monkey have to do with Madeleine's affair? Nothing to my

knowledge. Nor can I see how agreeing or disagreeing with Rousseau

and Marx has anything to do with the mistreatment of children, let

alone how this could be ironic. The ironies Hyman detects are

extremely subtle and esoteric.

Still, possibly the best way of seeing the problems with irony in

Herzog is to see what the critics have to say about the very same

question that I discussed earlier: is Herzog crazy? Critics lack

consensus on this issue. David Galloway believes Herzog is

experiencing "spiritual, emotional, and intellectual sickness" (68).
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Herzog's "withdrawn condition can be psychologically described as

depressive and occasionally paranoid . . ." (67); and "in the critical

interim, he becomes masochistic and depressive" (68). Galloway's

view of Herzog's sanity is the clearest. Earl Rovit decides to sit the

fence: "sometimes Herzog is out of his mind, sometimes not" (294).

Malcolm Bradbury takes an even weaker stand on this issue,

"perhaps Herzog is out of his mind, paranoid, making mountains out

of molehills" (275). Nor does he clarify this issue when he states,

"Herzog begins, after all, by accepting the possibility that he is out of

his mind, and his judgment of the world doesn't promise to be that of

a reliable witness" (275). On the other hand, Bradbury finally makes

what can be considered a weak affirmation that Herzog is sane,

"Herzog is the wise fool who, making his quirky and comic

intellectual connections, has the capacity to judge his society" (275).

So it is clear to see that on the subject of Herzog's sanity, the critics

are not in agreement.

The critics have noted a range of choices. Readers can choose

that Herzog is crazy at times, or possibly crazy, or, though seeming to

be crazy, actually in control, but without the gross disparity of word

and deed that readers need to identify irony, they can never know

for sure whether Herzog is crazy or just odd. Perhaps this is Bellow's

message, but from just reading the text, readers cannot know

whether Bellow intended this irony. Undoubtedly though, I can tell

that irony in Herzog often provides readers with more problems both

because readers cannot be sure something is meant to be ironic and
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because irony seen by one person and possibly intended by the

author, is not seen by all readers. However, this problem with irony

is only one of the three that Booth develops in relation to works such

as Herzog.

The interrelation between Booth's three points can best be seen

by delving into the criticism relating to the second of Booth's points:

"Extreme complexity, subtlety, or privacy of the. norms to be

inferred" (320). One of the problems in detecting irony is that the

norms, if any, that readers are to infer may simply be too subtle and

complex. If the norms were clear, that alone might provide readers

enough warning of the irony at work in the text. But the norms are

not clear.

One interview of Bellow makes it ridiculously obvious that not

only did Bellow have norms for the novel but that these norms do

not come through for most readers:

My novel deals with the humiliating sense that results

from the American mixture of private concerns and

intellectual interests. This is something which most

readers of the book seem utterly to have missed. . .

[Herzog] comes to realize at last that what he considered

his intellectual "privilege" has proved to be another form

of bondage. Anyone who. misses this misses the point of

the book. (Harper 69)

Had Bellow not provided comments such as these, readers would

have no way of knowing whether Bellow's norm was ambiguity or
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otherwise. Booth seems to have preordained both the publication of

Herzog and the preceding statement of Bellow when he states, "If a

master puzzle maker had set out to give us the greatest possible

difficulty, he could not have done more than has been done in some

modern works . . ." (324). Booth points out that such a "genius of

confusion" might say that "for the rare reader who can make his way

through this jungle, the delight will be great indeed" (325). So

Bellow, by stating his norms and expectations for the reader, fulfills

Booth's prophecy, proving himself to be a genius of confusion, who

expects understanding but gets little.

Another point Booth makes in dealing with norms shows that a

resolution of the first of the problems of impersonal narration does

not necessarily provide a resolution to all the problems, "Even when

the reader is properly alerted [to irony], he will always have trouble

if the unspoken norms are not fairly simple and generally agreed

upon" (320). Irving Howe, in one of the few articles to address

Bellow's technique, astutely realizes that this was precisely the

problem he had with the letters in Herzog:

one becomes somewhat irked at being unable, at times, to

grasp which of the letters are serious, that is, Bellow's

opinions, and which are not, that is, Herzog's conniptions.

Ambiguity? No doubt. We all know about this prime

blessing of modern literature; but there are occasions

when the uses of ambiguity can themselves be
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ambiguous, shading off into confusion or evasiveness.

(395)

At times Howe noticed disparity in the letters, but he is aware that,

in the end, the norms intended in the letters elude him to the degree

that he cannot understand why Bellow would go for this type of

irony.

Nor can I understand why Bellow would choose to write in this

manner unless ambiguity is his theme. Interview after interview

with Bellow shows that he did have specific themes in mind while

writing this book. Achieving ambiguity and complexity is not an aim

that he has ever expressed in talking about Herzog, but if they are

his real themes, then he has all the more reason not to talk about

them.

Here is Earl Rovit's attempt to describe what he feels is

happening in the novel:

The possibilities for the ironic and futile play of identities

within such a narrative focus are well-nigh inexhaustible.

For, whether Herzog is in or out of his mind, the reader is

usually kept within it, and this allows Bellow to

manipulate the distances between his reader and his

main character on the principle of a very complicated,

double motioned elevator mechanism. Sometimes we are

allowed to look directly at Herzog, but more frequently

the barrier of his personality is dissolved and we have to

become Herzog looking at himself (or look in at himself
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looking at himself). And thus, although there are usually

two layers of irony separating Bellow from Herzog when

the focuses are working well, the reader is not always so

shielded. (294)

This is an extremely complex process to say the least. Rovit sees this

phenomena and even manages to do a decent job of explaining it, but

few readers will be able to follow anything so complex. To

emphasize his earlier point, Rovit goes on to say "To be sure, the

distances are not always successfully controlled" (294). Bellow

probably does not expect this complex system to work for most

readers of Herzog. Therefore, ambiguity and deception are themes.

Even more important, notice that the complexity dealt with here is

not even in relation to the norms but to the irony involved in Herzog,

so readers could not even begin to understand the norms until this

"double elevator mechanism" has been successfully conquered. And

this understanding comes from a man who makes understanding

literature his business; how much less understanding from the

average reader?

The reviews of Herzog are another useful medium for gauging

readers' susceptibility to the ambiguity and deception present in

Herzog. These reviews are wonderful in the way they provide initial

impressions of the novel by readers who, in many cases, have not

studied the text too carefully. A number of these reviews take the

point of view that Herzog remains a failure with no real change in his

condition. Apparently, these critics found it was the recovery that
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was to be taken as ironic. An anonymous review in the Virginia

Quarterly Review minces no words in explaining its opinion of

Herzog, "With a brilliant display of narrative technique the author

contents himself with simple exposition, never with resolution. His

feeble, pathetic hero leaves the story as unobtrusively as he entered,

a doomed and tortured man forever lost" (ix). Or as Franklin R.

Baruch puts it, "We have the central character returned to sameness,

the present sign of his own habitual failure and error . . ." (76). They

found Herzog's recovery to be ironic.

On the other hand, there are a number of reviewers who

believe the ending to be quite positive. John S. Hill, in the most

glowing interpretation of the novel's ending, believes that Herzog

"end[s] in triumph" and that he "journeys toward a realization of Self

and toward knowledge of the human condition" (44). John W.

Aldridge believes that, in the end, Herzog "achieves peace through

positive thinking" (441).

George Elliott also goes for the positive ending: "'I am pretty

well satisfied to be, to be just as it is willed, and for as long as I may

remain in occupancy.' When you read this, you believe it. This is not

just an easy upbeat ending. Herzog has earned the right to say this"

(254). But later in the review Elliott may betray himself, "Come off

it, Moses, . . . you won't rest for long, you're about to get married

again, your heart is gluttonous as a hog" (254). This could be a sign

that Elliott believes Herzog to be locked in a never ending cycle. If

so, how could Elliott say that Herzog has earned anything positive
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that will last? While Elliott seems to have unconsciously left the

ending up in the air, many other critics more cautiously approach

their interpretations and make it clear that they have some

reservations about what to make of the novel's end.

Some critics seem to understand the lack of an anchor for the

irony found in the ending. Though the critics are not in agreement on

the significance of the ending, most critics have narrowed to two

choices what they deem the significance of the ending. Franklin

Baruch is one such critic who finds the question of success or failure

to be the important issue, "Bellow characteristically does not toss out

a sharply defined ending, providing instead an opening into the

future, a world of new process and possibility, whether for defeat or

triumph being left a question" (83). Earl Rovit's stand also offers two

choices, but his focus does not revolve around the success/failure

question as much as he takes the success of Herzog's ordeal for

granted, "neither he nor we are able to know whether it is

affirmation or sheer exhaustion that puts an end to his cerebration"

(294). Theodore Solotaroff says, "so far he hasn't abandoned the- old

Self but merely found a healing illusion of having done so" (66).

Clearly, both reviews of Herzog and more in depth criticisms are at

odds over the text. Some have noticed the complexity of the novel,

while others have merely been taken in by it. As the comments

from these authors have provided examples of the effects of the

ambiguity and deception in Herzog, a look at the novel itself in
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relation to Booth's three theories concerning a confusion of distance,

will help reveal how Bellow has created such a difficult work.

The first of Booth's points, lack of adequate warning that irony

is at work, is problematic. How am I, for the purpose of this thesis,

supposed to be able to say that irony is at work if I don't have

adequate warning? For instance, in the example concerning Herzog's

sanity, the "but" should ease our minds. When the narrator tells that

"Herzog behaved oddly," readers think just that and nothing more.

At this point we don't think he is being ironic, yet the examples of

this "oddness" force me to wonder, "is it just oddness or is he a nut?"

Does a lack of warning mean the oddness is straightforward? Few

readers would even think to question the sincerity of Herzog's

statements on such matters.

A closer look at the text only creates more questions. If, as

Booth says, any gross disparity between word or deed should tip

readers off, then they are in great trouble in discovering irony in

Herzog. Some readers may see gross disparity between word and

deed on a number of issues, as in my questioning of his sanity. One

interpretation is as good as another; however, by initially varying on

this one point or any other, an interpretation could create a domino

effect resulting in a wide variety of differences in interpretation by

the end of the respective readings. So irony which lacks this gross

disparity is an obstacle to achieving similar interpretations.

The scene Bellow quits after the first page and a half of the

novel--Herzog recuperating in the Berkshires--is returned to for the
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last untitled chapter of the novel. In this chapter, Herzog remains

upbeat, and many readers would say it is this upbeat manner which

is supposed to signify an improvement in Herzog's condition, but

readers are not in a position to know for sure. How readers view

Herzog's actions will depend on, one, their own definitions of

insanity; a definition upon which even psychiatrists2 do not totally

agree. And it will depend on, two, whether readers have viewed

Herzog as insane throughout the text. Gross disparity on the issue of

Herzog's sanity is decided on these two points. So the problems in

coming to an understanding of the author's norms--coming to a

"truth"--in the novel are difficult at best. Had readers received

adequate warning, this might not be the case. Herzog himself states

twice in his latest visit to Ludleyville that "if I am out of my mind,

it's all right with me" (1, 315). So even Herzog is willing to admit to

himself that he may be crazy. The section leading up to the second

utterance of this statement may also force readers to question

Herzog's sanity, "As for you, thought Herzog, you will not tell him

how you feel now, all this overflow! It wouldn't make him happier.

Keep it to yourself if you feel exalted. Anyway, he may think you've

simply gone off your nut" (315).

If readers consider Herzog to be crazy, this passage will

reinforce their belief because they are allowed to see what Herzog

2 Actually, the terms "sane" and "insane" are legal terms, not medical, while
"crazy" is only a layman's term. Still, psychiatrists have not reached total
agreement on what it means to be mentally ill, and the layman often has little
knowledge, if any, of what constitutes mental illness. Nevertheless, since the
term "crazy" is used in Herzog, that is the term. I have retained throughout this
paper.
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fears Asphalter will deem crazy. What are these odd behaviors of

Herzog that may seem odd or crazy? It is only a page earlier that

readers are informed, "It was here . . . that he began in earnest, from

tranquil fullness of heart, to consider another series of letters" (313);

And so he writes to Ramona. One way to consider this episode

of the novel is as follows. The content of this letter is odd to say the

least, "since the last question, also the first one, the question of death,

offers us the interesting alternatives of disintegrating ourselves by

our own wills in proof of our 'freedom,' or the acknowledging that we

owe a human life to this waking spell of existence, regardless of the

void. . ." (314). This is strange content for a letter to a lover. She

may take it as the ravings of someone who is going off his rocker, but

Herzog interprets her possible reaction differently, "Should I say all

this to Ramona? Some women think that earnestness is wooing.

She'll want a child. She'll want to breed with a man who talks to her

like this" (314). This is not the fear I would have if I sent a letter of

this type to a woman. But if the letter itself does not make readers

question Herzog's sanity, his thinking that this letter will make her

want to marry him will. At the least, I would be fearful of her

thinking I was unromantic, at the worst, crazy. Though exposing the

possible traits of a lunatic is not a concern of Herzog's in his letter to

Ramona, readers can see from the example of Herzog's thoughts

about his letter to Asphalter that this worry is on Herzog's mind. So

why did he not apply it to Ramona's letter as well? Those who see

Herzog's behavior as questionable will consider this letter and/or
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Herzog's thoughts on the letter to be part of a growing body of

evidence supporting the concept that Herzog is not just odd but

crazy; therefore, from this perspective there is gross disparity. There

is also a possibility that readers who get it into their minds that

Herzog is crazy will have plenty of evidence to support this idea,

provided, in building their case, they ignore evidence to the contrary.

And his letters just get stranger. Soon after he had begun "his

final week of letters" (318), we find him writing a "letter" to someone

about the rat problem in Panama. While his analysis of the rat

problem might be considered accurate and his recommendations

might bring about an effective end to the problem, it certainly seems

an odd thing for him to be concerned with. We do not know how

long ago he was in Panama. It is mentioned nowhere else in the

book. For all Herzog knows, the rat problem may have already been

treated in this way, and, with all the problems he must deal with

already, he should not be worried about the rat problem of a third

world country.

At this point Herzog is still rambling like he was when he first

began writing the letters, but now he is rambling in larger segments.

By the time he begins his next letter, we realize that these are letters

that will never be sent, so, other than length, they differ little from

the letters he was writing towards the beginning of the novel. The

next letter, to Herr Nietzsche, makes it clear that Herzog is doing

nothing more than engaging in mental masturbation. We can either
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determine that he is odd or "odd" may be an ironic way of saying

that Herzog is crazy.

I am not arguing that he is crazy. All I intend is to show that

there is a basis for viewing Herzog as mentally ill, and that because

of this body of evidence, the statement that Herzog simply behaved

oddly may be ironic.

No doubt there are times that Bellow is being ironic. There is

some disparity between word and deed, yet it is unclear which side

of the disparity is to be taken as ironic. Either the words are not

truthful or the deeds are not representative or definitive. When

such an in depth view, as is presented here, collects so much

information on the novel, it becomes obvious that some type of irony

is present. Yet this evidence is spread throughout the text amidst

much information that shows Herzog to be quite rational, while there

is yet more evidence that Herzog is crazy. If the reader decides

Herzog is crazy, then Herzog's credibility--our capacity to trust him

to depict events accurately--must suffer. If this were Bellow's

intention then, for all the readers who did not notice the irony, the

lack of gross disparity has led them astray. If it was not Bellow's

intention, then, for all the readers who perceived irony in this

instance, the unintentional irony has led them astray. This

discussion leads us to the second of Booth's points: the complexity of

the author's norms.

Looking at the complexity of Bellow's norms I can once again

address the question of Herzog's sanity. Picking up almost at the
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point I left off, I find that gathering a body of evidence might

provide the warning necessary to detect irony's presence, yet this

does not necessarily end the troubles with distance. As the letter

writing continues, Herzog begins to compose an "Insect Iliad for

Junie" to send to her in a letter (324):

But this project was quickly abandoned. It wasn't a good

idea, really not. For one thing, he wasn't stable enough,

he could never keep his mind at it. His state was too

strange, this mixture of clairvoyance and spleen, esprit de

l'escalier, noble inspirations, poetry and nonsense, ideas,

hyperesthesia--wandering about like this, hearing

forceful but indefinite music within, seeing things, violet

fringes about the clearest objects. (325)

A passage such as this can serve to muddy the waters in the reader's

mind. Does "too strange" hold some kind of middle ground between

odd and crazy that readers are supposed to have an inherent

knowledge of, or does "too strange" mean that Herzog is crazy?

Either could be valid. The narrator, throughout the text, never

directly questions Herzog's sanity. Only Herzog does. Yet there are

numerous passages such as the one above where the narrator does

become somewhat specific about the state of Herzog's being.

Such is the nature of impersonal narration. With commentary

left out, the author still has "hundreds of devices . . ." for conveying

opinions to the reader (Booth 272), but none of these methods seems

to work here. At this point, we can detect the presence of irony
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based on all the evidence collected, but we cannot accurately decide

precisely what is ironic. Without this knowledge, the norms remain

obscured.

And what of the other issues for which norms may be

inferred? For instance, Herzog may have found a cure for his

problems and achieved success, peace, sanity, or he may be doomed

to repeat this same sadness and possible madness in a cycle lasting

until death. As noted above, the critics never achieve a resolution of

this example, yet this concern forms the basis for a number of their

interpretations of the novel. The fate of the protagonist is a major

concern in any novel, even in Herzog. So if Bellow wishes to make

his norms known, this would be a good time. Yet the evidence is not

clear, "the bitter cup would come round again, by and by. This rest

and well-being were only a momentary difference in the strange

lining or variable silk between life and void" (326). It is ironic that

Bellow would include this statement in a section that many consider

to be proof of Herzog's recovery. Unless, of course, the recovery

itself is the source of the irony. And this is only the last of an

incredible number of decisions that the reader must make. By the

end of the novel, readers will have made so many different decisions

which have formed their opinion of Herzog. The norms they grasp at

any step will effect how they view this last scene.

Other norms in the novel also remain clouded. Herzog's sanity

and his resolution at the novel's end are wrapped up in the idea of

Herzog the person. Also included in this idea are his interpersonal
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relationships, his academic reputation and ability, even his looks.

Extrapolating the complexity of the norms concerning his sanity and

the novel's ending to the other issues of who Herzog is, shows why

complexity of the norms can contribute to ambiguity and deception.

So many variables go into making up who Herzog is. So many

variables go into this novel. With no help from Bellow to guide the

reader, the norms cannot help but be complex.

Booth's third point, "a prolonged intimate view of a character

works against our capacity for judgment" (Booth 322), also increases

the confusion of distance, although it may decrease readers'

uneasiness. Or as Booth says, "wins our sympathy" (324). Once this

aspect of impersonal narration is pointed out, it is easy to see in a

novel like Herzog. Unfortunately, Booth makes little attempt to

explain how this deep view gains our sympathy, but since he is a

literary critic and not a psychologist, maybe we can forgive him (This

phenomena would seem to result from the reader's ability to know

what the character is thinking, understand the rationale behind his

decisions, and therefore feel sympathy since the character did his

best to think before he acted.) What Booth does do is provide a

number of examples where a dastardly character has received

readers' sympathy when by moral standards he deserved none.

In discussions with others, I have come to realize the

possibility that a deep view may also cause the reader to turn

against a character as well. Alas, I have little proof to support this

theory, other than the opinions of people who dislike Herzog because
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they feel he has created his own problems. Whether the deep view

cause their dislike, I cannot tell. And I can find no evidence that

other narratologists have made any attempts to further define or

clarify this matter.

What I have found in the way of evidence only supports my

earlier point that there is a deeply intimate view at work in Herzog.

This intimate view is one of the few points that critics agree on: "the

hierarchical,. patterned universe is to be filtered through Herzog's

perception . . ." (Baruch 75), "Everything we know about these people

we know from Herzog's mind" (Poirier 266), and "a novel that takes

place, after all, in the mind of Moses Herzog" (Rovit 294). What else

are we to expect from a novel titled Herzog? From the first few

pages to the last, the novel is mostly Herzog flashing back to the

events of the past few days. Time in the novel moves little. The

beginning occurs only hours before the end. So the flashbacks take

up the majority of the text. And because this view is so intimate, it

does, it seems, make for interpretations that can either be favorable

or unfavorable, so deep psychological realism has played its role in

creating ambiguity in Herzog.

Possibly the greatest way it does this is through the use of

extended flashbacks from Herzog's mind that disarm the reader to

the idea that a particular section presented in the text is not actually

occurring but is only a flashback. No doubt, if the style of the novel

outside of the flashbacks were not also so heavily colored with

Herzog's personality, it would be much easier for readers to
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remember that they are in a flashback sequence. Add to this

problem, the question of whether the chronology of the text is

decided by flashbacks or by some arrangement of the narrator, and

the deep psychological view becomes particularly deceptive. On .page

two of the novel is a shift from the "peak of summer" (1) to "Late in

spring" (2). This shift is difficult to pin down because of the source

of the discourse, but also because Herzog's mind so dominates the

text that it destroys readers' objectivity about such matters. Readers

may think the narrator is creating a back shift in time, but as readers

read on, the focus on Herzog may distort their view.

Readers who are aware of the effects of impersonal narration

in Herzog realize they must question the surety of their views.

Instead of receiving some simple moralistic message from Herzog

such readers have the comfort of knowing they have reached their

own interpretation of the complex world that Bellow sets forth and

that their interpretation is only one of many ways of viewing the

text.

But as I said in the introduction, these confusions of distance

are not the only ones we encounter in Bellow's works. Compounding

the problems presented by Booth's points is the even more evasive

problem caused by free indirect discourse. Free indirect discourse

by its confusing nature: its resistance. to definition, the difficulty in

detecting, and its ghost like appearance and disappearance from the

text, all make distance in Herzog not only a mystery for the general

reader but one for the critic as well. In the next chapter we will look
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at the part FID plays in Herzog and come to an even better

appreciation of Herzog' s challenge to its readers.



CHAPTER 3

FREE INDIRECT DISCOURSE IN HERZOG

Like impersonal narration, free indirect discourse (FID) is a

technique Bellow uses to blur the perception of distance between

narrator, character and reader. Roy Pascal even notes a connection

between the two when he asserts, "the most remarkable [functions of

FID] have evolved in association with the undefined, non-personal,

third-person narrator" (137), so it is not surprising that Bellow would

employ these techniques together. One of the functions of FID in

association with impersonal narration that Pascal is referring to is its

ability to create ambiguity--an ability noted by many other critics as

well.

In Herzog, we are thrust into the mind of Herzog, a man who,

given his mental state, is not entirely trustworthy, whose perceptions

are mediated by a narrator about whom we know little, but who

would seem in many ways to be quite like Herzog, else there would

be no doubt that he would distance himself from someone like

Herzog. Add to this complexity sentences of free indirect discourse

where the distance between the two would seem to decrease even

more, while achieving a further obscuration of point of view, and the

result is a novel of complexity and ambiguity. In one sense, FID adds

33
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to the problems of impersonal narration discussed in the preceding

chapter, but FID in Herzog has complexities of its own.

FIL) can be defined as "'a peculiar mixture of direct and indirect

speech which takes from the former the word order and the tone,

and from the latter the tense and the person of the verb"' (Ginsburg

134), but this is not the only definition. A number of other

interpretations of FID have been developed in an attempt to explain

this technique in fiction. Some critics argue that FID is present only

when the thoughts, words, or feelings presented by the narrator are

clearly those of a character. Brian McHale offers an extensive survey

of the more recent scholarship on FID, while Michal Peled Ginsburg

offers an insightful update to FID theory that also provides useful

background information on earlier efforts in FID scholarship. Both

authors note that many of these .critical articles differ with respect to

what FI) represents and how it relates to other types of discourse.

McHale says "FID is 'free' not only in the sense of not being

dominated by a 'higher' clause, but also in the sense that its range of

formal possibilities is extremely large" (253). Ginsburg furthers

McHale's work and goes beyond many of his predecessors in

exploring the range of formal possibilities: the first being a bivocal

utterance (135), the second being a transformation of the character's

point of view by the narrator (135-36), and the third being an

utterance that cannot be traced back to individual sources, much like

what Anne Banfield would call "The Nonderivative Character of

Indirect Speech" .(Ginsburg 136; Banfield 4).
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Both Ginsburg and McHale note that these three aspects of FID

owe their development to a number of scholars, but it is not yet clear

whether other critics are in agreement with Ginsburg. For. instance,

Seymour Chatman sees FID as being either the character's point of

view or of an undecidable point of view (Structure 250, 254, 257),

but he does not consider it to be a "bivocal utterance." This example

of Chatman's work contrasted against Ginsburg's work only serves as

a hint of the problems encountered in the criticism on FID. To

become involved in all the controversies surrounding FID is beyond

the scope of this paper. Still, some of the controversies are at not

only the heart of critical dissention but also at the heart of problems

with reader perception.

Critics have grappled with these controversies for most of the

twentieth century, but there remains a certain sense in the criticism

that the final word on FID has yet to be produced. Many critics have

attempted to plot the characteristics of FID in both fiction and

nonfiction works, and many have noted obstacles to understanding

FID--technical problems due to the elusive nature of FID; even so,

criticism revealing the source of ambiguity in FID is not

comprehensive.

A survey of this criticism makes some mention of two ways in

which FID creates ambiguity. FID as a blending of discourses is the

most documented way in which FID creates ambiguity (Banfield 366;

Chatman, Story 201, 206-07; Chatman Structure 231, 250; Genette

55; Ginsburg 139, 145, 146). Critics have also pointed out the ability
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of FID to create either irony and/or sympathy. They recognize that it

may be hard for the reader to see the discourse as ironic or

sympathetic,. yet, except for Dorrit Cohn (116-26), they do little to

follow up on this aspect of FID (Pascal 26, 28; Toolan 127-28; Leech

326-27, 336; Chatman 253). Oddly enough, it is the reader's lack of

sophistication in dealing with FID itself that is probably the greatest

source of confusion. Looking at each of these areas, we can come to a

better understanding about how they contribute to ambiguity in

Herzog.

Seymour Chatman focuses on blending. He notes, "Sometimes it

is not possible to decide whether the words in indirect free form are

the character's or the narrator's, for example, if both speak in a

highly literate manner. This is not a negative characterization, since

the merging of the two voices may well be an intended aesthetic

effect" (206). Anne Neumann's view is only slightly different. She

believes the blending that can occur in FID "confuse[s]--intentionally-

-a character's subjective speech with the narrator's objective account

of that character's thoughts or feelings" (365). Numerous other

critics have also charted FID's ability to blend points of view

ambiguously, so it does little good to belabor the point here.

Of course, even if a reader does notice blending in FID, there is

no guarantee he or she will catch on to the possible ironies or

empathies involved. This lack of awareness, as noted above, is the

second major source of ambiguity in statements of FID and has much

in common with Booth's points in relation to impersonal narration.
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The theory behind these possibilities is simple. If two opinions are

present, irony is the result because of the difference of opinions. If

there is only one opinion present, i.e. if the narrator and character

are in agreement, then sympathy is the result, even when that one

point of view happens to be ironic, i.e. both say one thing yet mean

the opposite. The difficulty lies in being able to discern whether or

not two opinions are present.

Most critics have avoided discussing irony and sympathy in

FID. One of the few such comments comes in a footnote from

Genette, where he dismisses such matters with a wave of his hand,

"That such ironies may not always be perceived by incompetent or

hostile readers is an occupational hazard" (55). However, if readers

need Genette's interpretive skills to perceive such ironies, then there

are few competent readers indeed!

Pascal sees "a strong implicit narratorial comment, notably of

irony" (26) in statements of FID. Toolan, at odds with Pascal,

considers FID always to be an alignment between character and

narrator (127-28). Chatman realizes that the irony in FID statements

may sometimes be used to distance the narrator from the character,

while in extended uses of FID "the effect is more often (though not

necessarily) one of sympathy or identity of view between character

and narrator" (253)--a comment of particular relevance to my

discussion of FID in the Bellow novel. Toolan and Chatman have

some common ground in suggesting. that some, or in Toolan's case, all,

uses of FID create alignment between character and narrator.
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Dorrit Cohn, inthe only available in depth study of irony and

sympathy, notes that sympathy is the standard in extended uses of

FID, while both irony and sympathy may be found in shorter

passages. FID in this ability to create sympathy would seem to be at

least partly responsible for the sympathy resulting from a deep

psychological view that Booth posits. Cohn states, "Precisely because

they [passages of FID] cast the language of a subjective mind into the

grammar of objective narration, they amplify emotional notes, but

also throw into ironic relief all false notes struck by a figural mind"

(117).

Cohn also notes that "explicitly ironic narrators play easier

games with the narrated monologue [Cohn's term for FID] than those

who pretend sympathy for their characters in the surrounding text"

(120), and goes on to include an example from Ulysses that parallels

the case with Bellow: "The narratorial style is at times so strongly

'infected' by Gerty's [the character's] own mental idiom that it is

difficult to draw borderlines between narration and narrated

monologue" (121). Cohn overcomes this problem, but not without

using a heavy dose of his own expertise in narrative technique. Who

is to say whether he could do the same in a Bellow novel? Looking at

the criticism of Bellow's novels, many readers have not had much

success in this area.

Actually, many readers never make it to the point that allows

them to decide on which side the narrator is involved. This is a

result of many readers' simplistic concepts of fiction. How many
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readers can we expect to realize that two points of view may be

present in one sentence or even one phrase? Readers do have some

experience with dramatic ironies, but even these have caused

numerous misreadings throughout the history of criticism. Add to

this dilemma the complexities of the form FID, and the problems for

the average reader become baffling.

As noted above, critics have made some effort to explore the

possibilities of FID. In spite of the presentation of numerous

arguments concerning the nature of FID, only now are critics

beginning to pay heed to what readers read when they come across a

statement of FID. Regardless of whether the critics say that FID

represents the point of view of the character or the point of view of

the character and the narrator or some other possibility, readers,

who in the vast majority of cases have never heard of FID, will come

to their own conclusion based on what they perceive in the text, not

what some critic says FID actually is. In Herzog, FID saturates the

text, so readers have many places to make choices about what FID

represents. Will readers make a decision at the beginning of the

novel and stick to it, or will their opinions change as the novel

progresses? What readers decide may unwittingly follow the pattern

of representation put forth by one critic or another, but there are no

guarantees. Not only does point of view play a part, but, as

mentioned above, irony and sympathy also affect the reading of the

text. Thus, the choices FID forces readers to make can radically alter

the final outcome that readers experience with the text. Add to
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these possibilities, the confusion at the critic's level from the

numerous and often conflicting theories concerning FID, and it is not

hard to understand how readers' perceptions or nonperceptions of

FID can contribute to the ambiguity of a text.

A few critics have theorized what readers perceive when they

come across a passage of FID. Roy Pascal, in one of the few book

length discussions of FID, asks, "What processes take" place in the

reader when. he reads a passage of SIL [style indirect libre; Pascal's

term for FID], or a page in which it alternates with other forms? In

what way, in what order, does he apprehend the. double presence of

character and narrator" (21)? Seymour Chatman also considers the

reader as he exposes the use of FID in a passage from a novel, "This

laborious and unnatural way of reading is not, of course, what the

reader actually does, but only a suggestion of what his logic of

decision must be like" (206). Correcting Seymour Chatman, I say his

methodology is only one possible suggestion of what the reader's

logic of decision may be like. And the reader who uses logic even

close to what Chatman posits, much like the burden on the reader I

noted from Genette's comment given earlier about hostile or

incompetent readers, must be a sophisticated reader indeed!

My first reading of Herzog created what I now consider quite

surprising results, though not really surprising when I consider what

a naive reader I was at that time. I thought I had a fairly

sophisticated ability to interpret literature, but at that time I had

hardly even heard of FID. For me the passages seemed to be those of
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the narrator. After all, the passages are in the third person; the

narrator used in Herzog is known as a third-person narrator; and

narrators are capable of omniscience. Plus, I felt Bellow intended a

sympathetic interpretation of Herzog, so the text was presenting a

reliable picture of the events of Moses' life. The narrator was even

going so far as to tell me Moses' thoughts. Since his thoughts are

listed in certain places the rest must be the narrator's point of view--

Moses' thoughts just being one aspect of this point of view.

In Herzog blending is the most obvious way FID creates

confusion. Approaching the text in the way that most readers

approach it will allow us to see the method Bellow uses to first spring

FID and its deceptions upon the reader. Readers are likely to form

perceptions of Herzog fairly early, so it makes sense to look at the

first instances of FID in the text. The first sentence in Herzog is a

standard example of free direct discourse, "If I am out of my mind, it

is alright with me, thought Moses Herzog" (1), but the narration then

switches to what would seem to be the third person narrator's point

of view as summary and background materials are provided.

Nothing would seem to be free indirect until the second page of

the text where we come across the following, "His friend, his former

friend, Valentine, and his wife, his ex-wife Madeleine, had spread the

rumor that his sanity had collapsed. Was it true" (2)? It would seem

that the discourse is starting to shift to free indirect, but I cannot be

certain. The structure would seem to indicate FID. The injections of

the corrections, "his former friend," "his ex-wife," as well as the
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question, "Was it true?" all suggest a thought process in action.

Herzog probably would not make the mistake of referring to

Valentine as his friend or to Madeleine as his wife unless he was

being ironic. But, if the point of view is not Herzog's, the question,

"Was it true?" creates a problem. It is a rhetorical question of the

sort a character would be likely to make. Therefore, the discourse is

either Herzog's or, more than likely, a mixture of both. The discourse

blends so well it would be hard for the reader who is unfamiliar with

FID to tell if two points of view are present.

A specific interpretation of this passage would be to consider

that Herzog is terribly shaken and has intense problems dealing with

or even admitting to the new status quo of his life, so the narrator is

providing corrections to Herzog's thoughts. Actually, the reader may

never be able to tell just whose point of view is present in a

particular example of FID, but if readers are able to tell that

something odd is going on in such passages, their comprehension of

the complexity of the novel will be increased.

The next paragraph contains a standard technique of

impersonal narration: the use of some reflective surface so the

character can describe himself. But other than the content, there is

little evidence that this is Herzog's opinion, "He . . . saw the shadow of

his face in a gray, webby window. He looked weirdly tranquil. A

radiant line went from mid-forehead over his straight nose and full,

silent lips" (2). None of the structural markers commonly associated

with FID are present in this case; however, Bellow may have felt that
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the point of view was so obvious that none of the structural markers

were needed. None the less, Bellow has provided markers associated

with FID in cases that would seem to be the narrator's point of view

while providing none in a case where it is Herzog's point of view.

At this point in the novel Bellow begins another section which

is the first extended flashback (Herzog's shift) or back shift

(narrator's shift) of the novel. Once again it would seem the narrator

is in charge, but I am still bothered by sentences that contain

structural markers similar to those found in FID. As usual, there are

times when it would seem to be the narrator's point of view, yet

there are structural markers in the sentences that many critics claim

to be indicative of FID. No doubt FID is present as a bivocal or

undecidable utterance. This section of the novel begins with the

sentence, "Late in spring Herzog had been overcome by the need to

explain, to have it out, to justify, to put in perspective, to clarify, to

make amends" (2), and continues the summary of background

information that comes at the beginning of the novel. I can be fairly

sure it is the narrator's point of view as he brings readers up to

speed, so to speak, on the events in Herzog's life that have led him to

this point. Yet what am I to make of the repetition of infinitives at

the end of this example? This sounds much like a person thinking

out loud. Not what I would expect from a narrator. It is as if the

narrator has jumped inside Herzog's head for a moment. Yet it would

also seem unlikely that. it would be Herzog who would think of using

such a string of infinitives. Given the broad sweeping nature of the
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remark as a way of providing background, it seems this would be the

narrator's comment. So is there a blending of discourses? Probably,

but noticing this and determining points of view are two different

matters. Each reader has to make a decision, and each decision will

effect the reading of the rest of the novel.

As the section continues, many other puzzling sentences

surface. By this time the narrator is providing a look at the first

mimetic scene of the novel. At times the narrator describes things

that Herzog would not describe but might visualize in his mind, "He

would stop, muttering 'Excuse me,' reaching inside his coat for his

pen. The table creaking, he wrote on scraps of paper with a great

pressure of eagerness in his hand; he was absorbed, his eyes darkly

circled" (2). Revealing the sensory perceptions of a character is

within the bounds of FID. Still, how would Herzog know that his eyes

were "darkly circled"? The event in question happened months ago

while Herzog was giving a lecture to one of his classes. He could be

just imagining that his eyes were darkly circled, but it seems

unlikely that he would consider himself in this way. Visualization of

the past does not move the reference point of the visualizer out of

his body. This would seem to show the narrator's involvement in the

content of the sentence.

Immediately following, the pattern of the sentences shifts back

to the repetitiousness of phrase similar to that seen above, where

someone seems to be looking for the best phrase: "His white face

showed everything--everything. He was reasoning, arguing, he was
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suffering, he had thought of a brilliant alternative--he was wide-

open, he was narrow; his eyes, his mouth made everything silently

clear--longing, bigotry, bitter anger. .One could see it all" (2). The

discourse can be seen as the narrator's direct discourse (DD) or it can

be seen as a bivocal utterance. Whichever the case, Bellow is putting

great demands upon the reader to comprehend what is happening.

Even though I cannot be sure about the above passage, soon

enough, Herzog's point of view becomes prominent, and the FID is

undoubtable. Sentences of free direct discourse, "I cannot justify"

(2), are mixed in with sentences attributing thoughts to Herzog and

sentences that contain much the same third person ruminations, but

without any type of tag clause: FID, "Considering his entire life, he

realized that he had mismanaged everything--everything. His life

was, as the phrase goes, ruined. But since it had not been much to

begin with, there was not much to grieve about" (3; emphasis added).

The phrase, "he realized" tells that the information to follow is

Herzog's thoughts, even if he is referred to in the third person. This

leads to the next two sentences where no tag clause is provided, but

given the nature of the first sentence, they must be FID.

As the paragraphs in this section continue, I come across a

sentence that forces me to question just where Herzog's point of view

began. The sentence is, "He went on taking stock . . ." (3). The alert

reader asks how long he had been taking stock. Did he start at the

beginning of the section? At the beginning of the text? Since Herzog

is taking stock, it is possible that he is the one who has been
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providing the summary materials all along. How will a reader

interpret this sentence and thus the material preceding it? Anything

is possible.. Genette has observed that context may be the only way

for readers to tell of the presence of FID (172), but the reader may

not recognize the point of view even with the help of the context.

In Herzog the narrator has allowed Herzog's point of view to

dominate the text, yet the possibility of the narrator's presence is

important for Bellow to achieve a novel of ambiguity while still

providing readers with enough background information for the novel

to maintain continuity, so even in sections where FID dominates,

blending of points of view can still pose problems for reader

understanding. Notice the way the phrase, "her lover" (5), is blended

into the following sentence, "Valentine Gersbach, her lover, was a

charming man, too, though in a heavier, brutal style" (5). This

sentence, occurring in a paragraph that is, for the most part, FID, is

also done in the free indirect style, but "her lover" may not be FID.

Arguably, Herzog, being acutely aware of this fact, would not bother

to add this phrase to his thoughts. The narrator's presence is felt as

he adds this phrase to guide the reader. However, it would be easy

to interpret the entire sentence as the narrator's because of this

phrase, or interpret the sentence as Herzog's because of the rest of

the discourse both in the sentence and prior to it. The truth of the

matter may be that Bellow intends for the passage to be read as a

blend of both points of view, but, once again, can I expect the reader

to follow such complex shifts or to realize that one statement may
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contain two points of view? "Her lover" is, after all, just a fact. By

itself it would be innocuous, but in its current context, it puts into

question the point of view of the entire sentence. Remember this is

only one interpretation of the phrase "her lover"; in a moment I will

look at another.

Whether the text contains a dominant amount of the narrator's

direct discourse, or in the last example, where the text was mostly

FID, blending is a problem in discerning FID. In some novels, no

doubt problems in perceiving FID detract from the novel, but in

Herzog it is merely one of the many tools Bellow uses to create the

complexity and ambiguity he desires, not as problems for the reader

but as responses to the didactic prose of the past.

Detecting irony and sympathy may also create complexity in

the novel. In the passage from Herzog last noted, I find an example

of a possible occurrence of irony. "Her lover" might actually be the

sarcastic musings of Herzog. Taken ironically, this statement would

show Herzog's vehement distaste for the situation--as if Herzog were

implying that Gersbach were not half the lover that Herzog is. It is

only in an ironic light that I can imagine Herzog including such a

statement, and while I cannot be sure which meaning is intended, if

not both meanings, still, this example shows how the meaning

changes depending upon the perceived source of the passage.

When it comes to much of the irony in FID it would seem

Bellow has played a trick on the reader. The possible ironies found

in many of the statements of FID are ironies of which Herzog would
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be aware. And taking this irony at face value means viewing the

narrator's role in these passages as sympathetic. However, I could

choose to view these same passages as straight interpretations by the

narrator, who is laughing at Herzog the oaf, who comes so close to

realizing his real plight only to turn away at the last minute with a

bit of sarcasm. To take this view would require a consistently

negative attitude throughout the reading, and, as I pointed out in

chapter two, negative views of Herzog are present in criticism, so

there is the possibility of looking at the text in this way.

Another example, a most curious one, also lends itself to an

ironic interpretation. In this case a literal reading of the first four

sentences of the following passage would result in Herzog's being

placed in a bad light--something a reader might think the narrator

quite capable of doing. A reader's favor for Herzog would decrease if

such qualities have truly been wasted on him:

You would think--Herzog smiled broadly--he was a piece

of human capital badly invested. To her surprise,

perhaps, he agreed with her. Almost cheerfully, he

agreed. Strength, intelligence, feeling, opportunity had

been wasted on him. What he could not see, however,

was that such Spanish shoes--which, by the way, greatly

appealed to his childish taste--would improve his

character. And we must improve. Must! (158)

In this case, a lack of irony is doubtful. He thinks these negative

thoughts while smiling and acting "Almost cheerfully," which makes
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it hard to believe he is being serious. This example shows that

Herzog can poke fun at himself, but the phrase "What he could not

see . . ." forces me to rethink the level of involvement of the narrator.

Is this the narrator's point of view or has the narrator begun to offer

Ramona's, Herzog's lover's, point of view by using FID? If it is the

narrator's point of view then he undoubtedly takes an active role in

the opinions of the novel--something the reader may have had no

inclination to realize before.

I prefer to interpret the last three sentences of the quotation

above as Herzog the narrator's point of view as opposed to Herzog

the character's. Herzog remembers this event as he readies for a

date and is poking fun at himself, who only a few days earlier

thought that he must always try to improve himself, who only a few

days earlier probably would have bought the shoes if he thought

they would have improved his character. Because of the change in

time, Herzog is able to look back on himself and provide insight into

something he was ignorant of at the time.

But the irony in this passage is not necessarily that of

narratorial commentary resulting in irony against the character, as

Pascal or Leech and Short would have us believe. Narratorial

commentary, in their view, would use irony to distance the narrator

from Herzog, yet the type of irony found in this passage does not do

this. Rather, this irony builds sympathy between the narrator,

Herzog, and possibly the reader. This is the type of effect Toolan

considers within the normal bounds of FID. Using Toolan's
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interpretation, a reader could say Herzog has achieved a greater

understanding of his circumstances, and I cannot help but appreciate

that Herzog has made this realization and is able to poke fun at

himself; however, other interpretations of this passage are equally

valid as the one I have just presented.

In the next example, the passage can also be perceived as FID

using irony for narratorial commentary once again to create

sympathy for Herzog. Though in many ways Herzog is serious when

he thinks this, the irony is clear. Herzog, caught in the absurdity of a

modern relationship, begins to realize what effect. this will have on

him, laments his despicable lot in life, and does so in a sarcastically

self-deprecating tone:

Well, here he was trying to hold on to Ramona as he ran

from her. And thinking that he was binding her, he

bound himself, and the culmination of this clever

goofiness might be to entrap himself. Self-development,

self-realization, happiness--these were the titles under

which these lunacies occurred. Ah, poor fellow!--and

Herzog momentarily joined the objective world in looking

down on himself. He too could smile on Herzog and

despise him. (66-67; emphasis added)

Am I to consider that the whole world despises him? Yes, but not

seriously. This is Herzog being hard on himself, and possibly the

narrator playing along with it, creating sympathy as he empathizes

with Herzog's plight in the modern world. But will readers think that
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the narrator goes along with the irony of the statement? After all, as
noted in the previous chapter, there have been hostile

interpretations of Herzog's character. Would they not see this as a
fool feeling sorry for himself while the narrator or author sits back
and laughs at him for being such a jackass? Is Herzog's smile the
smile of the self-deprecating masochist or the smile of the ironist?
In this sense the passages in the novel where Herzog is hard on

himself are crucial to the reader's interpretation of the novel as a
whole. Again and again readers come across such passages where

Herzog is portrayed in a negative light. It is up to the reader to

consider these straight or ironic.

Irony and sympathy are visible in these examples, but it is up
to the reader to see them in the right light--that is, if I can even say
there is such a thing in a Bellow novel as the right light in which to
see things. Not only is it the irony or sympathy in and of itself that
is difficult to perceive but also whether or not the narrator's point of
view in the sentence is ironic or sympathetic. Not to forget that in
the case of Herzog, the irony, as I stated earlier, may be sympathetic.

At this point ambiguity often takes over and only the reader can

decide for him or herself, provided the reader ever gets to this

decision making point.

The overall effect of free indirect discourse is to create such a
dizzying array of complex choices in the reader's mind that no two
readings will be alike, even the readings that recognize the
ambiguity and the deception in the text will have variation. In free
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indirect discourse, blending, irony and sympathy, and the reader's
level of knowledge of FID, all contribute to this effect. By itself FID
has confounded readers at least since the time of Flaubert. In
Herzog, Bellow skillfully uses the effects of FID as only one of many
tools to create a novel that for some readers is deceptively clear cut
while for others is clearly deceptive.



CHAPTER 4

THE CRITICS AND IMPERSONAL NARRATION IN THE DEAN'S

DECEMBER

For help in understanding the ambiguity and deception in The

Dean's December, we can, as we did in reading Herzog, turn to the

critics and to the narrative level of the novel itself. The critics

provide reactions to the text and/or their thoughts or lack of

thoughts on the quality of the text. These criticisms, so often at odds

with each other, are prime evidence that the novel does ambiguate

and deceive. Looking at the narrative of the text itself will illustrate

how the text achieves such deviousness. Also, realizing that Th e

Dean's December achieves these ambiguities in much the same way

that Herzog does, raises questions about Bellow's intentions and his

successes in both novels.

Even though The Dean's December has a WASP protagonist, the

similarities to Bellow's Jewish protagonists are more apparent than

the differences. Such is especially the case between Corde and

Herzog. They are both at disturbing and pivotal points in their lives;

both are intellectual types who fill their heads with ideas of a great-

books nature; and both are dealing with a number of personal and

professional blunders. However, it is similarities on the narrative

level that readers often overlook, yet an awareness of the narrative

53
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level, and the similarities between Bellow's novels on this level, can

provide much help in understanding the subtleties that run

throughout Bellow's novels.

Jack Beatty, literary critic for the New Republic, overlooks a

major aspect of the Bellow novel when he makes the following

comment about The Dean's December: "It is a failure of intellectual

objectivity which parallels Bellow's failure to get out. of Corde's mind

and render the novel objectively" (39). First of all, it has never been

the task of Saul Bellow to render any situation objectively. An

eternal message of Bellow's fiction is that nothing can be rendered

objectively--we are all left dangling men1 . Secondly, Bellow readers

are more at home in the minds of Bellow characters than out of them,

and third, it is a fallacy to think that getting "out of Corde's mind"

would do anything to render the novel more objectively.

Theoretically, third person narrators have the capacity to render

novels objectively, but that does not mean they will, especially in a

Bellow novel.

From the previous chapters it should be clear that the

narrative level of a Bellow novel holds special significance for

understanding. This is certainly the case with The Dean's December.

Just as Bellow uses an impersonal, third-person narrator in Herzog,

he uses one in The Dean's December to create a similar confusion of

distance. Detection of irony is problematic; norms are confusing and

'Dangling Man is Bellow's first novel, and contains Bellow's typical concern
for man and the modern, world.
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complex; and the reader's level of involvement interferes with his or
her ability to judge the characters and events of the novel.

These problems surface in the critical works concerning The
Dean's December. Much like the critical reception of Herzog, The.
Dean's December enjoys a body of criticism at odds with itself. More
consensus has been reached on the overall dislike of the work, but
the prime cause for this dislike remains undecided. Not that
explanations for the novel's low stature are not given, but that every
conceivable reason is given. One aspect that shows the ability of The
Dean's December and of Herzog to deceive critics is the condemnation
of aspects of The Dean's December, that are praised in Herzog. Of
course, what is good for the goose is not always good for the gander,
but comments like the one above from Beatty that condemn The
Dean's December, while ignoring precedences set in earlier Bellow
works, are not uncommon. Before I delve into the particulars of the
impersonal narration in the novel, a closer look at some of the
criticism will provide a better understanding of the effect ambiguity
and deception have had on even the most critical readers.

Conflict can be found on almost every subject in the novel.
While one critic wonders, "Whether art has been served in Th e
Dean's December" (Dudar 17), another critic believes the novel to be
"superbly written" (Klausler 85). While these are fairly general
comments, there are many more specific instances where the critics
do not agree. The protagonist, Albert Corde, is the subject of much of
this controversy. On one hand, we find comments such as this, "Much
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of the disappointment of the novel can be laid at the doorstep of the

hybrid Dean, but it is hard to believe that Bellow did not know that

he had failed to create an engaging protagonist" (Wilson 171). In

contrast, there are comments such as, "Corde is a melancholy but

thoroughly engrossing new friend for readers of The Dean's

December" (Croghan 467). It is hard to believe Wilson and Croghan

have read the same book. Could what one critic takes as

"melancholy" be taken by another critic as a trait so detracting as to

make a character totally unattractive? With a Bellow novel the

answer is yes.

The critics' views of Corde's depiction provide more examples

of conflicting interpretations. Even more fundamental than the

question of whether or not Corde is engaging is the question of

whether or not Corde is adequately developed. Walter Clemons notes

"the dean never really comes to life on his own. He is a device" (86).

Yet if this is true, why would Ruth Wisse be led to believe, "This is in

many ways the kind of book we have come to expect and to hope for

from Bellow--a study of an engaged American whose conscious

deliberation over the life he leads is informative, entertaining,

useful" (72)? This question becomes a matter of what standard the

reader applies. Still, Croghan is describing Corde in relation to other

Bellow protagonists, so either Clemons is applying a standard to

-Corde that is outside the realm of Bellow protagonists or something

about the novel itself has led him to this conclusion.
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The development of other characters in the novel is criticized

even more than the development of Corde (Atlas 80; Dudar 17;

Evanier 365-66; Harmon 280; Wolcott 136). Yet there are critics who
undoubtedly disagree. The most enthusiastic of these is Greg

Johnson writing in the Southwest Review,

Most important, he brings a variety of characters

engagingly to life. Corde's skeptical, somewhat shady, yet

"poetic" lifelong friend, Dewey Spangler, now a successful

and complacent journalist; Minna's courageous mother,

Valeria, and her noble, slightly pathetic aunt Gigi . .

Corde's rather coarse and unsympathetic relatives back in

the states--all are vivid, memorable creations. Even for

the most "minor" characters, Bellow imagines fully,

compassionately, and often with indulgent humor.

Consider this description (so rich it deserves full

quotation) of Corde's secretary back in Chicago, the

redoubtable Miss Porson. . . . (344)

A seventeen-line quotation concerning Miss Porson follows this

passage. Clearly, Johnson was not reading the same novel as his
fellow critics. Were conflicts of interpretation the only evidence of
the deceptiveness of the novel, readers would have to question

whether it was the novel itself that caused the conflict or if it were
hurried readings and less than thoughtful reviews; however, these
conflicts are only one aspect of the evidence found in the criticism in
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support of the ambiguity and deception present in The Dean's

December.

As with Herzog, The Dean's December has prompted some

critics to note the interpretive possibilities, the potential for

deception, and the layers of meaning in the novel. Dean Flower,

writing in the Hudson Review, is one such critic who has been

troubled by the different possibilities for interpretation. This

awareness is realized in the following sentence, "If Bellow meant his

hero to be cut down either by Dewey or by his own admissions of

confusion or by some deep-laid auctorial irony, he failed to convince

me" (285). Flower, as well as many of the critics cited above, has

noticed the possibility of a negative interpretation of the dean, yet

something prevents him from taking the negative view. Faced with

such a potential dichotomy, Flower even considers the possibility of

"deep-laid auctorial irony," something not every reader knows to

watch out for. Oddly enough, many readers might expect the irony

in The Dean's December to point toward a favorable depiction of

Corde since there is so much that is negative about the novel, yet

Flower's comment implies the opposite. This brings up the question,

which will be answered later in this chapter, can we identify irony in

this novel?

A review by L.A. Croghan takes Flower's awareness of the

difficulties of interpretation one step further. Croghan not only

notices the possibilities, he accurately gauges the reactions of many

critics. "When thoughtful. reviewers write about Albert Corde . .
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they will suffer pangs of anxiety at the prospect of unwittingly

emulating Corde's boyhood friend, Dewey Spangler, who concocts a

devastating misinterpretation of Corde for his syndicated. newspaper

column" (466). N.o doubt Croghan himself wondered whether he was

misinterpreting the novel as he wrote his review, but more

importantly, this quotation illustrates one critic's realization of the

deceptiveness in The Dean's December.

While. the previous examples bring up the interpretive

possibilities and the potential for deception in the novel, none does

quite as good a job of illustrating the complexity. of the novel as the

following comment from Hugh Kenner. Much like Earl Rovit's

comment about the double elevator mechanism in Herzog, Kenner

comments,

he [Corde] senses that a Rumanian colonel will despise his

incomprehension of brute power, which scorns to bend

regulations merely so that a defected astrophysicist with

her American bogus-academic husband may visit a

paralytic in intensive care. If you'll notice, Corde is

empathizing with what he feels the colonel feels about

what he feels about the colonel's nonfeeling. With the

book only a few hundred words old and its exposition

still crisp, already we're in that deep. (65)

This quotation sums up the complexity, the deceptiveness, and the

layers of understanding by showing how one small incident requires

so much of a reader. Few readers will be able to follow the ideas of
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the novel to the depth Kenner expects us to achieve for this one
small example, nor should they be expected to. Extrapolate this level
of complexity to almost every little passage in the text and the novel

becomes bewilderingly complex.

Also notice how much Kenner gets out of the passage and how

Kenner's language sides him with the colonel. How would the

colonel form the opinion that Corde was, a "bogus-academic"? He

could not. So Kenner has embellished the colonel's negative concept

of Corde. As for being bogus, numerous writers without multiple

degrees have held positions at universities. A man who has scooped

the Potsdam conference and then gone on to occupy one of the most

sought after foreign locations in all of journalism (Paris) would

certainly fit into this type of position. After all, he is good enough to
get not just one, but a series of articles published in Harper's, no

small journalistic feat. The ambiguity and deceptiveness of the novel
have caused Kenner to side with an insensitive, power-hungry,

Eastern-bloc military bureaucrat over a befuddled but well meaning

American. This certainly sounds like the type of "devastating

misinterpretation" that Croghan was talking about.

All the critics quoted above make valid points that are often
substantiated to some degree in the short space many of them have
to fill (after all, many of these critical works are only reviews). In
spite of my arguments against one interpretation or another, there is
room in the novel for all the interpretations presented above.
However, this admission gets me no closer to understanding how
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such a dichotomy and in some cases multiplicity of interpretations

can exist for one novel. Citing differences in readers' backgrounds

can only explain part of the conflict, but when it occurs to the degree

that is found in regard to Bellow's works, clearly something else is at

work.

Luckily, some critics have taken another step in their analyses

of The Dean's December and have noted the ability of the narrative

to create situations that deceive the reader and create the various

conflicting interpretations. While none of these critics investigate

this phenomena in depth, credit should be given to them for even

identifying the ambiguity and deception. George Hunt, in a review of

The Dean's December notes,

The key to the delight in every Bellow novel (and not

only in Augie March or Henderson, the Rain King where it

is most obvious) resides in the extraordinary flexibility of

the narrative voice. (Even every "Well" or "Anyway" or

"So" carries with it a host of implications.) I suspect

therein lies the readerly divide as well. (136)

While Hunt does not delve into this matter further, using the phrase

"narrative voice" shows he no doubt recognizes the ability of the

narration to affect interpretation. And in doing so, he correctly

isolates the problem of much of the controversy surrounding Bellow's

-works.

Scott Pugh is another critic who deals with the problems of the
narrative in relation to The Dean's December. Pugh's approach to this
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phenomena, however; differs from Hunt's in that it maps out more

clearly the nature of the reader's reaction to the phenomena:

Suppositions, the grounds for interpretation, become ever

more problematical when it comes to twentieth century

fiction, much of which seems primarily aimed at

disputing the possibility of a reader taking on an

authoritative position. Experimental and/or self-

conscious fiction, in particular, disposes in the foreground

various barriers and traps which the reader may be

amused to observe and avoid. . . . The American Nobel

Laureate Saul Bellow has, for one, employed such

deceptions . . . . (88)

"[T]he reader may be amused to observe and avoid" these "barriers

and traps" then again he or she may not. Readers who notice them

will be amused. In their heads they will think something along the

lines of, "Bellow you tricky dog, you." However, many readers do not

notice them. Pugh implies as much in this comment, "The reader

who somehow manages to confront the narrative itself of The Dean's

December will find little in the opening paragraphs with which to

anchor his impressions . . ." (89). In other words, many readers

never do manage to expose the narrative itself. They do not realize

the barriers and traps exist, or they do not have the sophistication to

make it past them. Therefore, they come up with unfavorable

impressions of the novel, but unlike the reaction to Herzog, these

impressions are often negative.
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Melvyn Bragg provides us with more proof of the novel's

ability to deceive when he makes the following statement:

Similarly, the novel is organized largely as a series of

flashbacks. Therefore, some of what is significant is

reported by Corde who has a wrapped-up view on it, and

his is the only view. This gives us less than usual of the

variety of perspective or the vivacity of narrative story

telling to which Bellow has so often treated us. (536)

Herzog also has a great dependence on flashbacks, and Herzog also

provides much of the significant narrative in Herzog. These same

characteristics are also present in other Bellow novels, so how can

Bragg say such a thing unless he has been tricked by the narratives

in previous novels such as Herzog? Furthermore, he says "some of

what is significant is reported by Corde" which implies Bragg

recognizes the narrator's role in the narrative, but then he says this

"is the only view," which would seem to exclude the narrator's

narrative as if it were something other than a view. Perchance he

means Corde's view is the only view in the flashbacks. Yet given the

similarity of the narrative in the flashbacks to the narrative outside

the flashbacks (and to the narrative in Herzog) how can Bragg tell

that the narrator is involved in one instance and not in the other?

He cannot tell; he can only assume. Therein he has created an

interpretation likely to conflict with others.

As we continue to delve into the impersonal narration of Th e

Dean's December, it will, become even more obvious that many
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readers do not have the necessary means to uncover "the truth"/"the

author's norms" from the narrative itself, but that this inability

provides us with a truth of a different sort--the truth, as Scott Pugh

points out, that there is no truth and that reality is perception based.

So to many readers the idea that ultimate truths do not exist

becomes the author's norms in The Dean's December in the absence

of any other truth. It may sound absurd that a novel attempting to

destroy the concept of truths may in itself posit a truth, but that, it

seems, is what happens. Luckily, readers do not have to find the

author's norms in a work. After all, simply because Bellow wrote the

novel does not mean that he has a monopoly on interpretations of

the novel. Many other readers do see numerous truths which are

equally valid. These sightings are in part the result of impersonal

narration.

Wayne Booth's theory of the confusion of distance resulting

from impersonal narration, which aided the discussion of Herzog, also

can provide a basis for analysis of certain aspects of this later

narrative to see how it deceives and ambiguates. Once again, I deal

with this theory in its three major parts: "lack of adequate warning

that irony is at work" (316); "extreme complexity, subtlety, or

privacy of the norms to be inferred" (320); and "vivid psychological

realism" (322).

First, irony. Some critics believe irony is at work in the novel.

Little else can explain why so many critics are diametrically opposed

on so many issues. Because of this opposition, I would like to be able
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to say that the first of Booth's points does not apply here, but that

does not seem to be true. Given the conviction with which many

critics side with one interpretation or another, little room seems to

be left in their interpretations for the possibility of irony. For many

readers, there is a "lack of adequate warning that irony is at work"

(Booth 316). The variety of interpretations quoted above makes it

hard to believe that readers could not see the other possibilities for

interpretation in the text, yet of thirty or so articles on The Dean's

December, only five even mention the possibility of irony, and only a

few more leave room for other interpretive possibilities.

Wayne Booth used critics' dissension on issues in the novel to

show that irony was at work in the texts he chose; my review of the

criticism of The Dean's December shows that irony is at work. What

remains is to show how it works. The above quotation from Dean

Flower (where he mentions that if there is irony related to Corde's

depiction, it is beyond his comprehension) is a good place to begin

addressing the question of irony.

Corde's telling his mother-in-law, Valeria, he loves her is an

incident that is mentioned at various points in the novel, and at least

two critics comment on the act. There are a number of ways to

interpret this incident. When the incident occurs, it causes Valeria to

react strongly. Jack Beatty interprets her actions as signifying

approval (40), while Scott Pugh sees it as doing nothing more than

"badly aggravating" her condition (90-91). Readers may take either

of these views, or decide not to decide, but these differing
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interpretations help establish the possibility of irony in the novel. In

a later scene, Corde's wife Minna tells Corde that he was right to tell

Valeria that he loved her, "'What you told her last of all was what

she wanted most of all to hear"' (341). Because it is dialogue, there is

no doubt about the point of view, but the sincerity of the quotation

is, for some, doubtable; for others, undoubtable; while for others, a

mystery. There is reason to believe that Minna might be insincere.

After all, she might be saying this simply to make Corde feel better.

In this case the irony is not only not intended for the reader to see, it

is not intended for Corde to see. Minna keeps the truth to herself,

and if readers are to discover Minna's sincerity in this matter, they

must do it by looking at other segments of the text concerning

Minna's view of Corde and put the pieces of the puzzle together from

that information.

Evidence that undoubtedly affects a reader's view of Minna's

acceptance of Corde comes towards the end of the novel. Minna is

critical of Corde, and her temper is sharp. She finds fault with Corde,

takes him to task on more than one occasion, and has apparent

grounds for doing so. Still, there is more than one way of looking at

this behavior. Corde can be seen as the bumbling fool who pushes

his wife's tolerance to the point that she lashes out at him in

frustration. After all, he has made mistakes and he could have done

.better. By this point in the novel readers may be ready to see this

behavior as the culmination of a long list of marks against Corde.

After all, almost every one else in the novel (from his nephew, to his
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childhood friend, to Communist diplomats) has had a poke at Corde.
Minna's berating of Corde could be viewed as the final piece of

evidence needed to condemn Corde as a loser and a failure.

On the other hand, Minna's chastisement of Corde could be

viewed sympathetically. Minna has been under tremendous

pressure lately. Her mother has just passed away in most

unfavorable circumstances. She has been so sick she has to be

hospitalized. And she has had to deal with the Bucharest

bureaucracy for practically a month. All these cases could put

anyone on edge. Adding her husband's problems does not help. So it
is understandable that she might be edgy and quick tempered with

Corde.

Given these conflicting possibilities for interpretation, I believe

that some type of irony is at work in the novel. Contradictions

abound. Corde's depiction is quite negative, yet he is in the most
unflattering circumstances in Bucharest and at a point in time when

he urgently needs to be in Chicago. Many see Corde as a poor

husband, yet he goes to Rumania with his wife to lend support. His
articles are a cry against injustices to humanity, yet he receives

nothing but negative criticism for them. Whether he is a fool or not,
is for readers to decide, but they should not think they have the
definitive interpretation. At this point the real question is not
whether irony exists but whether or not it exposes the author's

norms--the focus of the second of Booth's points.
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The earlier example of Corde's relationship to Minna also lends

itself to a discussion of the second of Booth's points, "even when the

reader is properly alerted [to the presence of irony], he will always

have trouble if the unspoken norms are not fairly simple and

generally agreed upon" (320; emphasis added). As shown in the

comments from the critics as listed above, the norms for the novel

are not generally agreed upon, nor as is clear from the discussion of

Corde's depiction in relation to his love for Valeria, can it be said that

the norms are fairly simple. Whether Bellow wants readers to see

Corde as a fool or a prophet or "another typical Bellow hero" is not

absolutely clear. Readers may not even be able to tell if Corde is the

main focus of the novel. The issue of the plight of the city also takes

up quite a bit of space in the novel. This may be where Bellow's

norms lie. Bellow may even have chosen a combination of norms

that focus on both Corde and the problems of the city. Or Bellow's

norms may be that there are no norms. These last two possibilities

hold much promise given the nature of Saul Bellow's work. Looking

into these different areas, as well as other' possibilities, seems a

reasonable endeavor in order to understand where Bellow's norms

actually lie, but this line of investigation would not be easy. The

more in depth a reader follows a line of reasoning, the more complex

it becomes.

Bellow's norms for the novel could focus on Corde himself.

Herzog is a novel about the interaction of man in the modern world.

Seize the Day is a novel about the interaction of man in the modern
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world. Perhaps all of Bellow's novels are about the interaction of

man in the modern world. Why not The Dean's December? In this

light there is no reason why the norms of the novel could not focus

on Corde. Let us say they do. The title, much like Herzog, Mr.

Sammler's Planet, The Victim, and Henderson the Rain King, places

the focus on the protagonist from the very beginning. This is not just

any December, this is The Dean's December.

Furthermore, the novel focuses on not just any point of view, it

focuses on the dean's point of view. The flashbacks are the dean's

flashbacks. The novel does deal with the problems of the modern

city, but these are all in the framework of the dean's world and their

main purpose may be as devices by which Bellow exposes the dean's

character.

Of course, the norms of the novel may be about both the

modern city and the dean. This possibility once again raises the

question, why would Bellow choose to include such important topics

such as the demise of the city in a novel so fraught with problems

resulting from the unfortunate position the protagonist finds himself

in? To make the novel more complex and ambiguous? Yes. To

continue Bellow's tradition of being hard to pin down? Yes. We can,

as Booth would say, either condemn Bellow for his obscurities or

embrace him for his ambiguities (321). The choice is up to the

reader who realizes ambiguity is present. While material concerning

both Corde and urban blight is abundant in the novel, the novel is

not without evidence that Bellow's norms may be a portrayal of the
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ambiguity facing man in the modern dilemma and the inability of

man to accurately judge his surroundings. These norms are complex

to say the least.

The picture Bellow paints is one of a world where man has.

been cut off from experience. The world in its infinite forms is too

complex and strange for man to address through any of the current

means. "Earth was strange enough at the best of times. There was

nothing too rum to be true. That needed frequent emphasis" (78).

Communication fails to bring the world to the average man in a way

that is useful or accurate. Instead we are presented with so much

evasive verbiage. In this, The Dean's December is a puzzle utilizing

and focusing on the rhetoric of the modern world. Readers who lack

the comprehension to sift meaning out of the communications of the

world will lack the sophistication to understand this message in Th e

Dean's December. Bellow makes this point with great emphasis as he

closes the fourteenth chapter with the following comment, "with

ordinary consciousness you can't even begin to know what is

happening" (295). "[Y]ou can't," but this no doubt represents a

request from Bellow for his. readers to look past the obvious in this

novel and in communication in' general--a request to expand beyond

ordinary consciousness and to see the levels of meaning in all

modern communication--much like Mark Twain's warning at the

beginning of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. The implications

of this theme are vast. Bellow is asking us to be critical readers, not
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just in this text but in all things. However, the quotation from the

end of chapter fourteen is not Bellow's only warning:

the facts were covered from our perception. More than

they had been in the past? Yes . . . The increase of

theories and discourse, itself a course of new strange

forms of blindness, the false representation of

"communication," led to horrible distortions of public

consciousness. Therefore the first act of morality was to

disinter the reality, retrieve reality, dig it out from the

trash, represent it anew as art would represent it. . . . The

language of discourse had shut out experience altogether.

(135-36)

Here again Below asks his reader to overcome the "language of

discourse." The portrayal of the problems of Chicago are his example

of the way modern discourse has broken down reality and fails to

serve society, but other problems of this nature abound.

Understanding and communication are the keys to this

dilemma, while they represent dilemmas in themselves. "If we could

say what we meant, mean what we said. But we didn't seem to be

set up for it" (146)! "In the current language, that of the mass

situation, nothing could be communicated. . . . The genius of these

evils [money, war, etc.] was their ability to create zones of

incomprehension. It was because they were so fully apparent that

you couldn't see them" (154-55). ."Straight narrative was a relief and

a consolation" (176). How odd that Bellow should use such
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techniques as impersonal narration and free indirect discourse in a

message to warn of the use of such techniques. It is as if he is

saying, "Here is proof of the mess that modern communication is in.

In this novel, you must sift through piles of information with no real

guide to provide direction. You must master these techniques of

discourse if you wish to have real understanding. If you don't, you

will get an entirely different message, and it will seem to you to be

the right message." Still, how can we be sure these are Bellow's

norms. We cannot. I think this is where Bellow's interests lie, but I

am not your average reader of The Dean's December. Most readers

will read the novel once and give it little thought. To these readers

the complexity of the novel may be overwhelming or unapparent.

Realizing that part of the complexity of the novel is due to the

dean's dominant role in the novel brings us to the last of Booth's

points contributing to a confusion of distance in impersonal

narration: vivid psychological realism. As noted above, the novel is

The Dean's December. Therefore, we can expect it to be about the

dean. Indeed, one of the controversies surrounding this work is, as

was the case with Herzog, whether or not the entire novel is from the

dean's point of view. Even if the whole novel is not, still, much is

from his point of view (Bragg 536; Harmon 280; Roberts 22; Wilson

166, 171). This view affects our ability to judge anything in the

novel, even Corde himself. We cannot know whether or not we have

recovered "the world that is buried under the debris of false

description or nonexperience" (Bellow, Dean's 270). The novel begins
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by providing background--bringing readers up to date on the scene

at hand--and the scene at hand as the novel opens is one of Corde in

Bucharest in his wife's old room. Everything seems to be from the

Albert Corde perspective, as it seems throughout the novel. Even the

people about him are described in relation to him, "his wife," "his

wife's mother." Just as in Herzog, where the protagonist's mind goes,

so goes the novel. Flashbacks--triggered by Corde--abound. Almost

everything in the novel is done in reference to Corde or about Corde.

In the first ten pages alone, we find many examples of this: "Corde

thought . . ." (5), "Corde . . . knew . . ." (5), "Her son-in-law [Corde]

then noticed . . ." (5), "Corde figured . . ." (7), "Corde was well aware of

that" (7), "Corde . . . estimated . . ." (8), "this was the conclusion Corde

finally reached" (8).

Even when Corde does something as seemingly insignificant as

looking out the window, the narrator follows. One paragraph ends

with the sentence, "He [Corde] found the street more interesting"

(11), and the next paragraph contains nothing but Corde's

observations and related thoughts concerning what he sees through

the window.

Because so much of the novel is from Corde's point of view,

there is little basis for comparison with other points of view in the

novel. If the narrator provided an omniscient view from another

character in the novel, we would be better able to make a judgement

concerning Corde's position. We do have the dialogue of other

characters to provide us with other views, but, since so much of the
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novel provides only Corde's perspective, this dialogue is of only

limited help. Of all the characters in the novel who are hard on

Corde, Corde is the hardest on himself. No doubt Corde's self-

deprecation greatly. affects readers' views of Corde. For some the

sympathy increases with each such incident, while for others the

frustration of hearing his "intellectual whining" soon becomes

tiresome. Regardless of the topic, we have little else to deal with and

to compare it to, save other Bellow protagonists. Yet many readers

have fallen into the same trap with these protagonists, so they are

really no help at all. This lack of a basis for comparison is especially

true in light of the frequent occurrence of free indirect discourse,

which I will investigate in the next chapter.

From the review of the criticism and the analysis of specific

instances in the text, I have demonstrated that the distances

operating between Corde, the author, and the reader are confusing,

yet this confusion and its full implications for interpretation are not

apparent to many readers, in part because of the problems explained

above. As Booth says, any one of these problems might be enough to

lead the reader astray (324). With all three present in this novel,

difficulty is guaranteed. Still, impersonal narration isn't the only

technique contributing to the ambiguity and deception of The Dean's

December. Free indirect discourse adds yet another layer of

difficulty to the already sophisticated puzzle of meaning that is so

common in the Bellow novel.



CHAPTER 5

FREE INDIRECT DISCOURSE IN THE DEAN'S DECEMBER

As noted in the first chapter, ambiguity and deception in Th e

Dean's December are also increased by the use. of free indirect

discourse (FID). This increase comes from the similarity of the style

and content of the passages of the narrator and of the dean, and it

causes readers to go astray in two ways. One is from the readers'

assignment of passages to either the narrator or the character that

actually may be the others or may be some mixture of the two. The

second is in the reader's perception of FID as being either ironic or

sympathetic.

While numerous authors use FID to create ambiguity, Bellow's

use is in the extreme. FID in most texts becomes clear after some

study. Not so in The Dean's December, where the very presence of

FID from passage to passage is difficult to ascertain even after

careful study. Clues to the type narrative in use only come

sporadically, and they often conflict with each other. One clue may

support the passage as the character's point of view while another

may support the passage as the narrator's point of view. Particularly

disarming is how, in the evenness of the narrative, readers may

decide that whole sections are one point of view or another only to

run across evidence to the contrary at a later point, but still at a

75
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point where the narrative style and mode are much like that

presented earlier when the initial evidence as to point of view was

accepted. The following examples reveal the problems.

As the novel begins, Bellow includes a parenthetical query that

would seem to be FID, "Corde, who led the life of an executive in

America--wasn't a college dean a kind of executive?--found himself

six or seven thousand miles from his base, in Bucharest, in winter,

shut up in an old-fashioned apartment" (1). This immediate mixing

doesn't allow readers a chance to ground themselves in the novel.

They have no way to affix themselves to a concept of a narrator who

will guide them through the novel. At least wary readers will not.

The unwary reader may take this entire first sentence as the

narrator's work.

The second sentence is no better. "Here everyone was kind--

family and friends, warmhearted people--he liked them very much,

to him they were 'old Europe"' (1). This example further erodes

confidence that the first sentence contains FID because it continues

with narrative that could be free indirect, but the second part of the

sentence, which begins with "he liked," may give readers the false

impression that the narrator will make it obvious if he plans to

provide Corde's opinion, and will even put phrases in quotation

marks to show that this is Corde's choice of phrase. So the first part

.of the sentence, which could also be FID, given the carelessly made

blanket statement and the homey sense of the content, seems to

many to be the narrator's opinion of the people around Corde
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because of its lack of tag clause and its juxtaposition with the second

part of the sentence.

The overall effect of the first paragraph on the reader in terms

of FID is troublesome, and no doubt even after reading only this one

paragraph, readers are likely to have conflicts of interpretation. The

last part of the paragraph also contains elements that could be FID.

The items in series could be interpreted as mere facts, but they

report what the dean stared at as he looked out from the apartment.

The depressing nature of the items could have been decided by

either the narrator or Corde. These facts were chosen consciously or

they might have been less depressing. This could be the objective

narrator so common in literature, or Corde's view, or both. Readers,

at this early point in the novel, have little information with which to

make such a decision.

Plus, readers have yet to be introduced to Corde himself. No

direct contact has been made even though the narrator is describing

him. So without firsthand evidence of Corde's nature, careful readers

could not hope to say whether Corde's thoughts were present or not.

This first paragraph is also troubling in the way the sentences

violate the rules of FID by not allowing readers to say with certainty

that the narrator is going to present his opinions in a way consistent

with the presentation of narrator's opinions in passages of FID in

other texts. Not all other texts, of course, but, judging from the texts

upon which most FID criticism is based, objectivity established with

an efficiency of style is the narrator's role and subjectivity
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established in a way that more closely approximates stream of

consciousness is the character's usual representation in passages of

FID. To .say that since this is the mode in other texts, it should be the

mode in The Dean's December would be considered bandwagoning (a

logical fallacy) even though narratorial objectivity is something many

readers have come to expect. For instance, suppose the first sentence

of the novel is the narrator's point of view. If so, this would prove

an exception to FID theory since the theory is based on the idea that

narrators will only present their opinions to readers in a reserved,

objective, and polished manner. If readers are not aware of this

trend in FID scholarship (most are not), then they may very well

take the first sentence to be the narrator's point of view.

After the first paragraph, it would seem the narrator begins to

maintain control with his own direct discourse for the next page or so

till the following sentence: "From this enlarged face, the brown gaze

of an intricate mind of an absent, probably dreamy tendency

followed the conversation. You could not expect a Communist secret

police colonel to take such a person seriously" (2). The word

probably provides us with uncertainty, much as the first sentence

does. It would seem to be the narrator who is unsure of himself, but

I cannot be sure but that this is FID, and if it is, then the entire

paragraph, which contains the same style and type of information, is

also suspect. Also, it reflects poor judgement on the narrator's part if

he thinks the colonel does not take Corde seriously because of the

aforementioned qualities. Even if the colonel had been presented
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with a file of facts, he would have no way of knowing what Corde

was like. It could be Corde or the narrator who believes "an absent,

probably dreamy tendency" is why he cannot be taken seriously.

Since the narrator. risks violating standard narratorial objectivity if it

is his opinion, it is easier and more in line with FID criticism to credit

this to Corde. Still, the possibility of the point of view being the

narrator's is a blind spot in FID criticism as much as 'it is a blind spot

in the novel. So few readers even know of FID; few will realize this

passage is open to interpretation.

Still, the narrator describes only things that Corde is present

for, or has thought about, so it could easily be Corde's FID in these

passages. To further complicate matters are phrases much like that

found in Herzog where I must question the point of view of the

whole first section of the novel after being presented with the

phrase, "He went on taking stock . . ." (3). The Dean's December

contains phrases such as "Corde was perfectly aware of this" (3)

following entire paragraphs that contain much the same style and

type of content as the preceding paragraphs which seemed to be the

narrator's point of view. The inclusion of such phrases in the novel

makes me wonder, "Was the preceding information Corde's or the

narrator's?

After all, Corde is a reporter, a master of observation, and the

information given thus far fits into the type of information in the

type of style a reporter would be skilled at noting and providing. In
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fact the style of writing is similar to the style found in the articles

Corde writes for Harper's (Bellow, Dean's 184-85, 317-19).

These observations are those of a person knowledgeable about

FID. The less knowledgeable reader is likely to either read these

passages as the narrator's point of view or Corde's and think nothing

more of them.

To read over the first part of the novel and consider it to be

just the narrator's or just the dean's point of view, while not a

mistake, certainly does not account for the subtleties of the

narrative. Still, at this point in the novel, I have yet to come across

any one passage where even the wary reader can be sure that FID

representing only Corde's view is in use. My knowledge of Bellow's

use of this technique warns me to look for it, but many readers will

not know to look for it. They will read on, and many of them will

never know just how much of the Dean's point of view they are

hearing.

What is so frustrating about FID in The Dean's December is the

amount of effort it takes to identify, and Bellow's use of FID in this

text is so idiosyncratic that FID criticism can only provide general

guidelines to help in the search. To prove its use I must search into

the novel and then construct arguments to show that a particular

passage may be FID. In this case, the first place in the novel where I

can prove the presence of FID forces me to prove that a whole

passage is FID.
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Each time, just as I start to get the feeling that the narrative is

from the narrator's point of view, Bellow artfully strips this comfort

away. Starting at the bottom of page six, Bellow presents

background on Valeria's family, particularly her mother and father's

occupations, their relations to the government, and their relations to

an assistant, Mihai Petrescu. This background begins as Corde and

Minna are riding home in Petrescu's car from visiting Minna's mother

and goes on for over a page and a half, offering only the subtlest of

clues to warn readers that Corde might be providing this information,

then at the very end of this particular topic comes the clause, "this

was the conclusion Corde finally reached" (8), so this phrase implies

that everything presented that led up to this conclusion was Corde's

point of view even though it was presented in what would seem to

be a typical narratorial style.

Looking at this section more closely will clarify this use of FID.

First of all the passage is set up as they drive home in Petrescu's car.

Since he is a suspected KGB agent, Corde and Minna would have little

to talk about in front of him, so it would be possible for Corde to

think of all that is in the next few paragraphs while they ride home.

Also, these are probable topics of thought for Corde since he has just

come from the party hospital and is riding in Petrescu's car.

Further proof can be seen in the nature of the narrative itself.

*In providing background on Mihai Petrescu the comment is made,

"Not himself a physician, he must have been the Party watchdog" (7).

This is clearly the comment of an outsider. The family would know
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Petrescu's purpose after having dealt with him for all those years.

Then in the following sentence of the paragraph the topic switches

with the comment, "He couldn't have had much to report" (7), and

the topic of Dr. Raresh is taken up. The switch seems more like a

stream of consciousness shift than the work of an objective narrator.

The paragraph continues,

Dr. Raresh had been naively ideological, a Christian and

moral Communist, praying for God's help before he

opened a patient's skull. The country's first

neurosurgeon, trained in Boston by the famous Cushing,

he had been too emotional, too good, too much the high-

principled doctor to make a communist official. Minna

said she could never understand how he could have been

taken in so completely. (7)

Such judgements lack objectivity, and the level of information varies

so much it seems the type of information one would learn second

hand, like from one's spouse.

And finally, except for the final phrase of the passage quoted

above, only three other places in the passage that provide any

information as to Corde's relationship to the information in the

passage. The first is in relation to Corde's view of Mihai, "Lower-

echelon KGB was how Corde figured him" (7). This certainly is within

the range of acceptable references in FID theory, as are the second

and third references. The second comes only a few sentences after

the first, "Valeria was a matriarch. Corde was well aware of that" (7).
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The third reference comes midway through the last paragraph of the
passage, "Studying his face, Corde at the same time estimated that

something like . . ." (8).

So the context, the narrative, and even certain references

suggest FID, even if it is not as neat an example as is found in FID

criticism. However, many readers will not see these paragraphs as

Corde's point of view. Of the seventy lines of this passage, only four

references are made to Corde. They all come towards the end of the

passage after many readers will have already decided that this is

background information presented by the narrator, and the

references to Corde are not first person references but references

that affirm the presence of a third-person narrator. More

importantly, the information presented is background information

that is somewhat subjective but could pass for fact. It is presented

in an even-handed style like many narrator's use. No doubt, many

readers will see this passage as the narrator's point of view. Others

will see it as FID presenting Corde's point of view, while yet a few

will see it as a bivocal or undecidable utterance.

The implications of my proving this passage to be FID are that I

must now question all such passages in the text. At any time the

content is concerned with background information and the style is

the straightforward, dry, narratorial update, the point of view may

be Corde's or it may be either a bivocal or undecidable utterance.

Taking the paragraph apart, as I did above, makes it hard to

see the paragraph as the narrator's view. Also, in terms of finding a
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norm in the novel, it does little good to say that the passage is the

narrator's point of view. After all, a narrator who knows no more

than a character and who is no more objective than a character is of

little use, except to mediate what goes into the text in a more

objective manner. For if Corde narrated this himself, no doubt we

would have Corde's view highly processed for the general public.

With a third person narrator we do get to see into the mind of Corde

even if the. narrator provides no other help.

Bellow's use of a narrator forces me to look at what is meant by

objectivity. To provide Corde's thoughts in quotation marks is

objective, but to provide them in FID with occasional, vague, tagged,

indirect references, puts the narrator on Corde's level of subjectivity.

By not putting quotation marks around Corde's thoughts, the narrator

would lead the reader to consider the narrator to be distancing

himself from Corde as politicians distance themselves from lame

duck presidents.

Thus far the evidence has been in favor of the novel containing

mostly Corde's point of view, with bivocal or undecidable utterances

being a possibility. Now the evidence shifts somewhat to reveal a

stronger presence from the narrator. There continue to occur in the

novel a few references to a lack of omniscience on the part of the

person whose point of view is being presented. For instance, "Valeria.

studied people closely, but she may not have been aware of the

important place she held in Corde's feelings" (10). This sentence

shows me that the point of view provided has no knowledge of
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Valeria's thoughts. This could be Corde or the narrator or both who

make this comment. However, the following passage could be no

one's but the narrator's, "the Provost began to think the man would

resign if he couldn't have his way. Corde had gotten his back up?

For what reason" (33)? Corde could not know what the Provost was

thinking; therefore, the narrator's point of view must be present. In

this passage the choice is between the narrator's. point of view or a

bivocal utterance.

By now it should be clear that the points of view in The Dean's

December are open to interpretation. Because of this and because

many readers will never realize this, ambiguity and deception wreak

havoc on the readers' judgements in the novel. The narrative is even

too sophisticated for many of the critics mentioned in chapter four,

which means few readers have an honest chance of deciphering the

narrative in this novel. Still, blending points of view is not the only

way FID ambiguates in The Dean's December. The ability of FID to

create irony and empathy also plays a role in interpretation. If

readers wish to see a character or event in this novel in a positive

manner, then all they have to do is consider any negative references

to that character to be ironic and all positive references as

sympathetic and vice versa.

For instance, the sentence, "It was Corde's habit to explain

matters to his unworldly wife" (23). Readers may think Corde's wife

to be a worldly character; after all, she does have dual citizenship

and she does seem to know how the system works in her homeland
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even though she has spent so little time there. In this case the

sentence can be seen as ironic if readers choose to see the point of

view as Corde's. In this way the narrator is distancing himself from

Corde by showing that Corde is mistaken in his views. If readers

take the point of view as being both Corde's and the narrator's then

readers not only see irony, they also must question the reliability of

the narrator.

On the other hand, readers may think Minna to be unworldly.

After all, she does call on Corde for explanations at a number of

points in the novel, Corde does seem to have a firm grasp of the

situations that present themselves, and at times Corde must offer

Minna information that helps her to see situations more clearly. In

this case readers would see the passage as sympathetic to Corde, and

it would support the idea that Corde is of help to Minna.

In the next example, Minna has asked Corde his opinion of

someone Corde has never met. In spite of Corde's handicap, he

makes a pronouncement, and the narrative continues as follows,

"'That's about right,' said Minna. Corde's speed at making

connections never failed to please her. She counted on him to spell

things out" (26). The last sentence in this passage is much like the

sentence from the previous example, yet in this case Corde is not so

much spelling things out as he is providing confirmation to Minna

that he has an accurate grip on the scenario at hand. She already

knows this; she was probably the one who filled him in on this in the

first place. If readers see the passage in this light, it provides an
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opportunity for them- to view the last sentence in the passage as

ironic. Therefore, Corde does not provide the level of help to Minna

that he thinks he does, and the readers' estimation of Corde

decreases.

Of course, Corde's ability to accurately sum up the situation

concerning a man he has never met is impressive, and he may put

the matter in a succinct form that Minna is incapable of, so readers

who see the passage in this light would find more reason to

sympathize with Corde.

Examples of this sort of duality concerning the possibility of

irony or empathy in FID run throughout the text, as does blending.

Futhermore, such subtleties and their effect on the unwary reader

have had little exposure from the critics. In The Dean's December

such subtleties may go largely unnoticed, specifically the use of

narrative style in determining point of view. In much FID criticism,

the presence of FID is based upon the style and content of the

passage at hand in relation to that of other passages. If the style

seems reserved, polished, and objective, then it is the narrator's.

However, if the style more closely approximates stream of

consciousness, then it is seen as the character's. The more separation

between these two styles, the easier it is to tell of the presence of

FID. The picture many readers may build of Albert Corde is of a

reserved, polished, and objective man. Stylistically, this is useful for

creating ambiguity, but poor for determining FID's role in the text.
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Herein lies the basic difference between the dean and Herzog.

Herzog's ruminations have more stylistic differences from the

narrator's. And it is easier for many readers to assume that the

dean's style is closer to that of the narrator than to Herzog's because

of the characters' personalities. Readers may expect Herzog to

exhibit at least oddness, so it is not hard to consider passages that

contain emotion and off-the-cuff ejaculations to be Herzog's even

when he is referred to in the third person; however, the dean is a

more sober character, who seems to think in a reserved, dry, factual

way. This similarity between the dean and the narrator makes it

even harder for many readers to tell of the presence of FID.

Content, the other indicator of FID, is also a problem. Much of

the novel consists of flashbacks; therefore, Corde is providing the

same kind of background information that a narrator would, so if the

narrator is including background that is separate from Corde, it is, in

many cases, impossible to tell. As the novel begins, so begin readers'

troubles. However, not only is the source of the point of view

difficult to determine, such an ambiguous narrative may prevent

readers from ever gaining a firm grasp on either narrator or

protagonist as individuals.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

On the narrative level there are numerous similarities between

Herzog and The Dean's December. Both employ the. same techniques

in more or less the same way. The differences are mostly in content.

These texts not only ambiguate and deceive, they do so to a high

degree, and both qualify as the epitome of works where a confusion

of distance is at play. As Booth states, "If a master puzzle maker had

set out to give us the greatest possible difficulty, he could not have

done more than has been done in some modern works in which this

effect of deep involvement is combined with the implicit demand

that we maintain our capacity for ironic judgment" (324).

Booth goes on to point out exactly what this book would be like,

"Let us then write a book that will look like the author's

autobiography, using many details from his own life and opinions"

(324). Both of Bellow's protagonists are in academics like Bellow, in

Chicago like Bellow. Herzog has had numerous marriages like Bellow,

and Corde follows his wife to Bucharest to visit his wife's dying

mother just as Bellow did (Evory 29:50).

Booth continues, "But we cannot be satisfied with moral

problems, which are after all much less subject to dispute than

intellectual and aesthetic matters" (324). Intellectual and aesthetic

matters abound in both The Dean's December and Herzog. In Herzog

89
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the intellectual matters caused many of Bellow's readers to be led

astray from viewing the novel as a comic work. In The Dean's

December readers' appreciations of who Corde is, as well as those

matters concerning the appropriateness of his articles for Harper's,

can vary greatly.

"Let us then call for the reader's precise judgment on a very

elaborate set of opinions and actions in which the hero is sometimes

right, sometimes slightly wrong, and sometimes absurdly astray"

(Booth 324). The ruminations of Herzog certainly fit into these

categories, but the dean, who suffers no mental imbalance like

Herzog, could still be indicted for being absurdly astray on the issue

of how his articles would affect him personally. In the handling of

his nephew and a number of other cases, it could be argued that

Corde is wrong, so, on this count too, both texts also fit Booth's

criteria for the text of the master puzzle maker (Of course these are

merely examples of the type of precise judgments a reader is

required to make).

Booth then continues his depiction of the most puzzling text,

"Just to make sure that things are not too obvious, let us finally bind

the reader so tightly to the consciousness of the ambiguously

misguided protagonist that nothing will interfere with his delight in

inferring the precise though varying degrees of distance that operate

from point to point throughout the book" (324). The book length,

extended views of both Herzog and Corde, which detail every thought

and movement, should be enough evidence that Booth's point is

operative in both texts. And Booth goes on to say:
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We can be sure that some readers will take the book as

strictly autobiographical; others will go sadly astray in

overlooking ironies that are intended and in discovering

ironies that are not there. But for the rare reader who

can make his way through this jungle, the delight will be

great indeed. (Booth 324-25)

Booth has described precisely what happens to readers of Herzog and

The Dean's December.

In spite of the confusion present in these texts, many readers

still want to get at the "real" meaning behind the works and find out

who the characters really are. Though they may try, there is no

truest interpretation. Many readers think omniscience is supposed

to provide such insight, but this is not the case. Omniscience only

adds to the depth of the view, and in Herzog and The Dean's

December, by adding depth, complexity is added as well. Explicit

narratorial commentary may provide the author's norms in a text,

but these norms are only one interpretation of the way readers are

supposed to view a work and contain no more validity than any

other. However, impersonal narration may deprive readers of even

the author's perspective of a novel. Searching for such norms in

Bellow's novels is an act in futility, not because Bellow does not have

norms but because Bellow values the choices resulting from

ambiguity even more than his own particular views on a subject.

Some critics forge their views of these novels with the

realization that theirs is only one view--open to revision with each

new reading, with each new thought. Other critics approach their
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interpretations with religious conviction. Maybe I expect too much

of the critics, but I feel they should rise above such convictions when

so much evidence in the texts points to ambiguity. Many readers

and, sadly, many critics are not aware of the effects impersonal

narration and free indirect discourse (FID) have on the perceptions of

readers. This lack of knowledge allows deception to play a large role

in interpretations of these novels. But who would have ever thought

this type of novel to be so deceptive? Only those who recognize the

subtleties of such a narrative style.

Both impersonal narration and free indirect discourse cause the

confusion of distance found in these novels. In the use of impersonal

narration the confusion is a result of the lack of warning of irony,

Bellow's complex norms, and the reader's subjective response to the

depth of insight into the protagonist's minds. In free indirect

discourse, the confusion is a result of the blending of views; the

misinterpretation of irony and sympathy between reader,

protagonist, and narrator; and the lack of reader sophistication in

dealing with FID. The difficulties with both impersonal narration and

FID are increased by the similarity of the styles and backgrounds of

the protagonists and the narrators.

For me the most fascinating aspect of this investigation is the

readers' attitude towards the role of the narrator. Many readers

would suspect that impersonal narration and the use of free indirect

discourse mean a greatly decreased role for the narrator. After all,

impersonal narration deprives the novel of explicit commentary, and

FID brings the protagonists' opinions into a more central place in the
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novel. No doubt this attitude throws many readers off. Though the

narrator's presence seems to decrease, his affect on the novel is as

crucial as ever.

For all readers much delight can be had in each new reading

and each new interpretation of Herzog and The Dean's December

because of the ambiguity and deception present in these works.

Some will look for even more support for their current view of these

novels, and no doubt they will find it. Others will be happy in

finding whole new ways of looking at these texts, while yet others

will simply marvel at Bellow's technique. Regardless, new

possibilities open to the reader with each reading. If Bellow had

made his norms -transparent, these books would soon lose their

vibrancy, but with such confusion present, the tenth reading

provides as many challengers to the reader as the first reading.
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